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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine Japan's foreign aid programs at policy- 

making level. It is intended to explain how Japan's aid programs are shaped by decisions 

of the Tokyo-based bureaucracy as the aid policy-making is divided among various 

govenunent agencies, al1 with competing interests. 

To illustrate this point, the thesis fiistly probes the domestic political environment 

of Japan's aid administration and examines the bureaucratic power of major ministries in 

aid policy-making. It demonstrates that Japan's aid policy remains largely the preserve of 

the bureaucracy. It then traces official attitudes toward foreign aid in order to reveal the 

underlying conflicts in bureaucratic interests. The distillation of officia1 attitudes takes 

place over three distinct periods in the evolutionary process of Japan's aid policy, 

begiming with the years of war reparations until the implementation of the Fifth 

Medium-Tenn Target in the middle of 1990s. It fmally describes decision-making 

procedures for different types of aid, namely, Capital Grants, Technical Cooperation, 

Yen Loans and Multilateral Aid. In so doing, it shows how major ministries compete, 

compromise and concede to produce Japan's aid poiicy. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Japan's foreign aid' is a centrai priority for the entire foreign policy of this major 

econornic power. The importance of foreign aid is multifold: As a resource-poor and 

mde-dependent economy in the volatile international environment, Japan needs aid to 

encourage exports of heavy plant and equipment to the post-war Asia and secure stable 

supplies of resources and raw materials. The dramatic ascendance of Japan's national 

economy after World War XI has paralleled the expansion of its aid programs to 

neighboring developing countries and its emergence as one of the leading donors in the 

world. Aid is also integral to Japan's available repertoire of diplomatic tools. Since Japan 

is the only country in the world that is constrained by its constitution fiom employing 

military force aboard, Tokyo bas had fewer diplomatic weapons at her disposal than other 

major powers. Since the late 1960s, econornic assistance has been more and more 

frequently called upon by Japanese government to either amst the detenoration of munial 

relations with western allies. or to strengthen its ties and influence in ~ s i a ?  Since 1991 

Japan has continued to be the world's largest bilateral donor, contributing annually more 

than 20 per cent of the total disbursement by Development Assistance Cornmittee @AC) 

' In this thesis. foreign aid is defined ~ o w I y  as govuamnt-sponsoced flows of resources made available 
on concessional terms to foreign governments, Le., Official Development Assistance (ODA). According to 
Japan's ODA 1997 Annual Report by the Ministry of Foreign Mairs (MOFA), ODA comprises funding 
flows which meet the foilowing three conditions: (1) Providcd by official agencies or by their ececutive 
agencies; (2) Administered with promotion of the economic development and welfare of developing 
countries as its main objectives; (3) Concessional in character to avoid severe burdens on developing 
countries and conveys a gant element of at least 25 per cent. 

Reinhard Drifk, Japon's Foreign Policy in the 1990s: From Economic Superpower to What Power? 
Hampshire: Macmillan, 1996, pp17-21. In this book, the author puts forth a new concept of "soft powei' 
which derives fiom Japan's economic, îïnancial and technological powers. He evaluates how far Japan has 
moved toward using this soft power to pursue its national interests. 



members3. Thus foreign aid constitutes one of Japan's most significmt international 

activities. 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine Japan's foreign aid programs at the 

policy-making level. It is intended to show how Japan's aid programs are shaped by the 

decisions of the Tokyo-based bureaucracy as the aid policy-making is divided among 

various government agencies. al1 with competing interests. While many studies of Japan's 

foreign aid have maintained that Japan's aid policies are fomulated according to its 

national goals, this thesis suggests that bureaucratie interests are the main determinants in 

the articulation of Japan's foreign aid policies. Indeed, as this thesis will demonstrate, the 

fiagmented aid administration and coordination dificulties among aid ministries have led 

to an emphasis on individual aid prograrn and policy-making procedures in Japan. 

Consequently, in cornparison with other major donors, Japan has displayed littie 

innovative and adaptive behavior in delivering foreign aid. Since the political impenis for 

policy changes is usually provided by the foreign pressure or extemal forces, Japan has 

been constantiy Iabeled "a donor of consequence"? 

1.1 Bureaucratic Poiitics and Japan's Foreign Aid 

In order to explain Japan's aid policies in terms of the interactions between major 

ministries that play a role in the policy-making process, it is necessary to explain first the 

conceptuai definition of the Bureaucratic Politics Model. The Bureaucratic Politics Model 

3 ûrganization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Development Cooperation: Eforts 

and Politics of the Members of the Development Assistance Conunirtee, 1996 Report, Paris, p78. 
Bruce M. Koppl and Robert M. ûrr, Jr. eds., Jupan's Foreign Aid: Power Md Poücy in o New Era. 

Oxford: Western View Press, 1993, pp 1-15 



is developed initidy by Graham ~llison' to analyze the formation of policy within a 

large govemmental apparatus in which the proliferation of authority prevails. Based on 

the prernise that politics essentially consists of competing organized interests, this mode1 

challenged the traditional concept of public policies emanating fiom a monolithic entity, 

the govemment. The govemrnent policy is thus understood to be the result of a pulling 

and hauling process in which diverse govermentai actors interact to affect the outcornes. 

In contrast with the "Rational Actor Model" which assumes that political leaders 

always or at least usually make decisions according to a consistently ordered set of 

strategic objectives, the Bureaucratic Politics Model sees no unitary actor, but many 

players in the garne of politics who act rather according to various conceptions of 

national, organizational, and persona1 goals. Since the separate responsibilities assigned 

to distinct actors during the process of policy-making engender dserences in what each 

sees and judges to be important. the players will only commit to a course of action 

leading to what they are convinced is supportive of their own interests. As such, the 

political process becomes cornpetitive rather than consensual, and the result it produces is 

"a mixture of conflicting preferences and unequal power of various players, distinct from 

what any person or group intended"! 

%&am Allison is the leadhg writer on this subject His exposition of bunaucratic politics approach to 
foreign policy appears mainly in the following works: "Conceptual Models and Cuban Missile Crisis," 
American Political Science Review, Vol. LXiiI, September 1970; Essence of Decision: Exphining the 
Cuban Missile Crisis, Bostoa: Little, Brown and Company, 1971; and "Bureaucratic Politics: A Paradigm 
and Some Policy Implications," World Polincs, Vol. 24, spring 1992. Other important writers and works 
are: Morton H. Haiperm, Bureaucratic Politics and Foreign Policy, Washington: The Brooking 
Institutions, 1974. 

Graham T. Allison, Essence of Decision: iplaining the Cuba MLssüe CriZr, Bostoli: Littie, Brown and 
Company, 1971. p 145. 



In particular, when issues corne within the jtuisdiction of severd govemment 

departments and agencies? which share responsibility for policy formulation, these 

organizations, frequentiy in disagreement, will compete against each other in attempting 

to forge governmental policy positions. Each decision-making entity is likely to evaluate 

any policy proposal, at least in part, to determine whether it will be conducive to the good 

health of its own organization, i.e., whether a particular policy initiative will help 

maintain the organizational authority and morale, protect the organization's essence and 

enhance its infl~ence.~ In addition, government agents also compete over scarce financial 

resources as the possession of a larger slice of the budget pie is also a reflection of 

relative power within the national bureaucratic system. Thus, government policy stems 

not from a cenaalized and value-maxirnizing process, but from a lengthy bargaining 

process participated in by a conglomerate of powemil organizations with diverse 

missions, perceptions and priorities. 

The Bureaucratie Politics Mode1 takes various acts of the players in the exercise 

of govemental authonty as the basic units of analysis. According to Allison, one needs 

to answer four interrelated questions in explaining and predicting actions of a 

govemment: Who plays? What detennines each player's stand? What determines each 

player's relative influence? And how does the game combine players' stands, influence, 

and moves to yield govemmental decisions and actions?' Outlined in these questions are 

the organizing concepts of this paradigm, which emphasize identifjing the revelant actors 

Graham T. Aiîison, b4Bureaucratic Politics: A Paradigm and Some Policy implications," pp43-79. in this 
article, he fiuther developcd the Burcaumtic Poiitics ModeI, recognizing that organizatioas can be 
inchded as actors in the game of bureaucratic politics. 
"id., p48. 

Graham T. Allison, Essence of Decision, p164. 



and their respective goals or interests, assessing their relative 

power, and determining the nature of action channe~s.'~ 

bargainhg resources and 

Although in the latter 

development of the Bureaucratic Politics Model, several other elements are added to it," 

the above-mentioned three, highlighting the distinctive thmst of this style of analysis, 

have been widely accepted as the most essential. 

The Bureaucratic Politics Model may undermine some assumptions of the 

traditional approach to foreign policy making, but these two approaches are by no means 

mutually exclusive al te mat ive^.'^ Instead the Bureaucratic Politics Paradigrn helps fil1 the 

void left by the "Rational Actor Model" in certain policy areas where day-to-day 

operations of foreign policy involve a number of bureaucratic participants, but no clear 

jurisdiction is delineated. An example in point is Japan's foreign aid policy. 

Foreign aid is a curious and, in many ways, unique policy area. Unlike national 

security that has a relatively undifferentiated impact on aU segments of society, the merits 

of foreign aid as a coherent policy for the whole society are often ambiguous and 

unceaain. For example, large aid flows to less developed countries on non-profitable 

projects, such as technical personnel training, may promote Japan's global image, but it 

places strains on Japan's General Account Budget as weîi. Consequently, quite a portion 

of the Japanese public rnay be affected negatively as the share for other items in this 

budget, such as social welfare and education, shrinks. This type of aid is also loathed by 

'O Ibid., p169. Action channels refer to the regularized sets of procedures for producing particular classes of 
actions. 
l 1  For an ail-inclusive summary of the elemcnts of the bureaucratic politics paradigm, pplcasc =fer to David 
A. Welch, A Positive Science of Bureaucratic Politics? A paper presented at the Mershon International 
S tudies Review F o m  
l2 The relationship belanen these two approaches is elaborated by AUison in his Essence of Decision. 



Japan's private entrepreneurs, who look forward to opening new foreign markets and 

promoting exports through govemment investment abroad. Thus a trade-off must be 

made in the aid policy-making process so as to keep a delicate balance of interests 

between different social groups. 

This is further cornplicated when the political responsibility for Japan's foreign 

aid is divided among four major rninistries, namely, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

(MOFA), the Minishy of Fiance (MOF), the Ministry of International Trade and 

Industry and the Economic Planning Agency (EPA), each with junsdiction over a 

part of the aid program. Since there is no ministry that sits above the four on aid policy, 

nor is there any effective guidance from political entities at higher level, there always 

exists a great deal of cornpetition between the "big four" for influence over poiicy- 

making. Each enters aid consultation with its own parochial bureaucratic perspective and 

inter-ministenal co-ordination is severely reshicted. This competing bureaucratic power 

structure has confused the purpose of Japanese aid, obstructed effective overali direction 

in poiicy planning and, above ali. cxippled Japan's efforts to "exert world-wide leadership 

in ODA."'~ 

The predominance of bureaucratic politics in fonnulathg foreign aid policy, not 

necessarily confined to that of Japan, has been noted by several scholars, for questions 

about how this international econornic policy is pushed and pulled by domestic politics 

are important to most aid donors. John White, in his study of the politics of foreign aid, 

pointed out that "the making of an aid policy lies in hands of those who actuaily 

l 3  Social and Economic Plan for Smctural Refonns Towards a Vigorous Economy and Secun L@. 
Japan's new economic plan fonnuIated by the Economic Pl-g Agency in December 1995, pl. 



administer it".14 A more straightforward statement of the same idea is made by Nancy 

Viviani: "for the most part it is the way in which politicai responsibility for aid is 

exercised, toge- with the way bureaucratic control is located, that decisively shapes an 

aid program9'.15 In several ways, this thesis a f f h s  these fmdings. 

1.2 Chapter Breakdown 

This thesis consists of four additional chapters. According to the analysis of the 

Bureaucratic Politics Model, these chapters will be arranged as follows: 

Chapter Two wi!l probe the domestic political context of Japan's aid 

administration and examine the bureaucratic power of major ministries in aid policy- 

making. More specifically, it will demonstrate that the Japanese aid system draws in the 

most powemil ministries, and centers on a srnall section of the national bureaucracy. 

Other major sources of political power, such as the National Diet, the Cabinet and the 

Prime Minister, have little influence on Japan's aid policy-making. The responsibility of 

major ministries for aid policy formulation and their relative bargaining resources and 

power will also be discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter Three will examine the evolution of Japan's aid policy fiom the mid- 

1950s till the 1990s. It wiil trace officia1 attitudes to foreign aid so as to reveal the 

underlying conflicts in bureaucratic interests. Since each rninistry is inclined to deme aid 

prognuns from its own parochial perspective, the goals they aspire to reach are often 

- - .  

l4 ~ o h n  White, nie Pofitics of Foreign Aid, London: The Body Head, 1974, p3. 
'"uoted in Alan Rix, Japon's Economie Aïd: Policy-making and Polith, Londoa- Croom Helm Ltd., 
1980, p1S. The originaI Iine can be found in Narry Viviani, "Problems of Aid Administration and Policy 
Formulation Among Westeni Counmes," an unpublished paper, Canberra, Austrian National University, 
1977, p12. 



incompatible. Officiai attitudes toward Japan's foreign aid will be analyzed in three major 

phases: the first one is from the mid-1950s to 1972; the second from 1973 to 1985; and 

the last one from 1986 till now. 

Chapter Four will delineate decision-making procedures for different types of 

foreign aid, namely: Capital Grants, Technical Cooperation, Yen Loans and Multilateral 

Aid. It will also describe the interactions among major ministries in these procedures. In 

so doing, this chapter will show that Japan's aid policy has been the outcome of a 

bargainhg process arnong the various governmental actors involved in deciding what best 

serves their bureaucratic interests in both short-term and long-term. 

The fifth and concluding chapter will draw together the fhdings presented in the 

previous chapters to support the statement made in the first chapter that bureaucratic 

politics dorninates Japan's foreign aid policy-making. A discussion of the impact of 

bureaucratic dominance on Japan's aid system and policy content will aiso be included in 

this chapter. Finally, a number of questions regarding possible changes to Japan's aid 

policy in the future will be posed. 
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Chapter II Bureaucratic Power and the Politid Environment of 

Japan9s Aid Administration 

Japan's huge aid program, one of its most accessible windows to the world, is the 

product of day-to-day decisions across the whole of Japanese govemment. The aid 

administration, operating within a certain institutional environment, is inevitably affected 

by Japan's domestic politics. As Alan Rix pointed out, the administrative structures for 

aid policy-making and implementation are never wholly independent. Their domestic 

power is set within the constraints determined by other relevant ministries and agencies. l 

Thus, the power of the ministries involved in aid administration derives not only from 

their responsibility, expertise, and control over resources necessary to carry out action, 

but from their position in the nation's overall political system as well. The cornparison of 

administrative machinery for aid policy in Britain and Japan helps shed light on this 

point. 

In Britain, aid requests are dealt with by a separate organ, the Overseas 

Development Ministry (OPM). Despite the concentration in it of economic and technical 

resources and the energetic idealism of this aid ministry, OPM is regarded by many as 

merely "an empty gesture". There is no real support within the British government for its 

policies.2 On the contrary, policy directives are often forced upon it by Britain's powerful 

Cabinet and Parliament The ministry's decision-making capacity is severely impeded, 

' Alan Rix, lapan's Econonric Aid: PoZicy-Making anà Politics, London: Croom H e h  Ltd.. 1980, p84. 
* Dudley Seers and Paul Streeten, "Overseas Developmnt Policies," in W. B e c h e m  ed., The W o r  
Governmenfs Economic Record, London: Duchworth, 1972, p152. 



and its operational hinctions in decision process are minimal. In Japan, in contrast to 

Great Britain, there is no conspicuous aid lobby, no widespread group of aid advocates 

arnong the govemment which would otherwise consnain the bureaucratic power of major 

ministries in managing aid policy. Although in theory, the executive power of Japanese 

ODA extends from the Rime Minister to ministries and agencies, in practice, the 

responsibility falls solely upon the shoulders of four major ministnes. Moreover, there 

exists no basic Diet-enacted law defining guidelines and objectives for aid 

administration: nor is there any effective hi@-level coordination from the Japanese 

government's advisory body on aid. As a result, the rninistries corne to dominate Japan's 

foreign aid policy-making and their bureaucratic power is reinforced. The purpose of this 

chapter is to probe the politicai context of Japan's aid administration and assess the 

bureaucratic power of the four major ministries within this context. 

2.1 Japan9s Aid Decision-Making System 

A wide diversification of responsibilities for aspects of aid policy, involving 

eighteen different ministries and agencies, is the main character of Japan's aid decision- 

making system. (see figure 2.1) While minor changes and refonns have been introduced 

in recent years, bureaumitic competition and the influence of cornplex organizational 

rivalries have not been diluted? 

- - - - - - - - - - -  

' Robert M .  Orr. Jr.. î l e  Ernergence of Japan's Foreign Aid Power. New York Columbia University Press. 
1990, p21. The Diet refers to Japan's highest and sole legislative body - the National Diet. 
' For a derailed expladon of reforms that have been made in Japan's aid administration, please sec Alan 
Rix, Japan's Foreign Aid Challenge: Policy Refonn and Aid Leadership, London: Routledge, 1993, 
Chapter 3, pp72-101. 



Figure 2.1 Japanese Aid Administration: Formal Outline 

Oiha Ministtin 

Source: Development Assistance Cornmittee. Aid Review of Japan. April 1993. 



In formal tems, the Prime Minister and the Cabinet sit at the apex of this system, 

but the de facto control of poiicy is exercised by four major ministries. ODA policies 

conceming gant aid are formulated primarily by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

(MOFA). Policies conceniuig technical cooperation are fomulated by MOFA, in 

consultation with the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI). Multilateral 

ODA policy-making is the joint responsibility of the Ministry of Fiance (MOF) and 

MOFA. And the bilateral yen loans fail within the jurisdiction of three rninistries and one 

agency, namely, the MOFA, MOF, MITI and the Economic Planning Agency (EPA).' 

This four-ministry decision-making comrnittee considers, as weii as cornpetes for, each 

and every yen loan extended to developing countries, making Japan's loan policy a most 

arnbiguous and inconsistent one. 

With the dnimatic expansion of Japan's aid budget, other ministries have shown 

an increasing interest in ODA. Some of them have established special offices coping with 

economic assistance, others have tried to participate more actively through hmsferring 

their own personnel to the implementing arms of Japan's aid program, such as the Japan 

International Cooperation Agency (JICA) or Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund 

(OECF). But these rninistries are far fiom taking the place of the "big four" in aid 

planning and hence, can be labeled as the junior participants who are almost always 

inforrned of basic aid policies rather than seriously consulted. Chapter IV WU elaborate 

on this point in detail. 

5 OECD, 1994 Report, Paris, p8. 



Each ministry's position on aid questions is mainly reiated to its perception of the 

ments of foreign aid. No ministry in Japan has total oversight over the program. The only 

place where such oversight is possible is in the Budget Bureau of the Finance ~inistry.6 

Since this bureau undertakes the overall fmancial planning for aid, it is more interested in 

policy coordination at budgetary level rather than in aid policy content. Political 

coordination may also corne from the Prime Minister, the Cabinet, major advisory bodies 

on Japan's ODA, or even fkom the Diet, which, if properly conducted, will alleviate 

greatly the administrative difficulties of the Japanese aid system. Unfortunately, in reality, 

such coordination seldom occurs. 

2.2 Advisory Bodies on Japan's Foreign Aid Program 

As a vehicle for outside advice to govemments, permanent advisory boards on aid 

have been established in a number of aid donor countries, such as Austria, Belgiurn. 

Denmark, Finland and the Netherlands. Some of these boards include members of the 

public, while others are composed entirely of people fiom the government. 

Advisory bodies are always charactenstic of Japanese govemment. Foreign aid is 

one policy area where such cornmittees are used. In 1960, the Japanese govemment set up 

the Advisory Council on Overseas Economic Cooperation in the hope of providing policy 

guidance for inter-rninisterial aid activities and addressing the inadequacy of Japan's aid 

administration. Initiaüy, the council had both govemmental and outside membership, but 

Aian Rh, Japan's Foreign Aid Chullenge, p74. 



after its reorganization in 1969, an overwheimingly higher ratio of non-official 

membership was achieved? 

Despite the council's small size in terms of the number of members, it represents 

a cross-section of top-ranking businessmen, leading academics and former govemment 

bureaucrats. Meetings are held on a monthly basis to discuss issues that are brought up by 

council members, or by the representatives fkom various ministries who are invited to 

attend the meetings. Subcornmittees on specific issues are convened if necessary. The 

council is also responsible for cirafting reports after each meeting and presenting it to the 

Prime Minister. 

The council is intended to be a "think tank" for the Prime Minister, advising him 

on aid poiicies and related subjects. With a view to ensure that the council maintains a 

relatively neutral position in the national bureaucracy, the practice of non-official 

membership is exercised. This strength of the council becomes somehow its wealaiess? 

While the council can ward off the danger of being entangled in bureaumatic rivalries 

when preparing its report, it is also isolated from the direct contact with the aid policy 

development center in the minisûies. Consequently, its reports deal with aid only on a 

high and abstract plane and can not be counted on to push for the adoption of council- 

recommended policy initiatives? A look at the council meetings and its reports will 

illustrate this point. 

7 Alan Rix, Japan's Economic Aid, p 102. 
8 Park Yung Ho, 'The Government Advisory Commission System in Japan," J o u m l  of Comparatives 
Adminisrration, Febniary 1972, Beverly Hills, California: Sage Publications, pp435-67. in this article, the 
author exbiiited the weakness and strength of Japan's advisory bodies. His analysis can be readily applied 
to ACOEC as well. 

Alan Rix, Jupan's Econmic Aid p 103. 



The council general meetings are attended by both the councilors and ministry 

officiah. Before they meet, the Economic Cooperation ~ e s k "  will distribute among them 

the conference agenda and position papers. These materials are not produced by the 

council itself, but draw largely on ministry-prepared documents. During the hours of 

meeting, the councilors have to confine themselves to issues listed on the agenda and rely 

on circulated papers to direct debate. This is not only because they lack the field 

experience in managing aid programs when compared with the aid practitioners from 

ministries and agencies, but also due to the fact that the position papers subrnitted by 

ministries are so contradictory that precious meeting time is often wasted in hours of 

squabbling. Councilors can hardly fmd the opportunity to raise issues of their own 

concem, for they have to deal with rninistenal representatives who never hesitate to 

confront them on a wide cange of issues about aid policy. As a result, discussion at the 

meetings is reduced to "a mere dialogue between oficials and councilors rather dian an 

independent constructive debate between council members as such"." 

A tougher time often cornes when the report to the Prime Minister is being drafted 

by the Economic Cooperation Desk. No councilors have time for this work. No matter 

how hard the drafting cornmittee tries, it can't help but fall into a dilemma. Since the 

council is detached from the day-to-day management of aid programs, it is dificult for 

the councilors to appreciate where aid should stand in national policy priorities. The bulk 

of the drafting committee's work is therefore to coliect and edit the findings fiom 

ministries. In reality, these findings are very much statements of ministerial position on 

-- -- - -- -- - 

'O The desk was estabüshed on March 31, 1965. It serves as the councü's scmtariat. It is located in the 
Councilors Office of the Pnme Minister's Office, and none of its staff are specialists. 
' ' Alan Rix, Japan's Economic Aid, p 104. 



aid poiicy. If the cornmittee chooses to counter the interference of bureaucratic politics 

stemming fiom using muiistry materials on its draft, it has to restrict its attention to some 

general or insignificant issues on which the inter-rninisterial confrontation is less intense 

and consensus is easier to reach. If not, the cornmittee will be sirnply ovenvhelmed by the 

immensity of divergence in these materials. In neither case is the final report able to offer 

any productive recornrnendations for the reference of the Prime Minister. 

Over the past few decades, the implementation of council reports has been 

reflected mostly in a number of small, isolated programs in respect of medical, 

agricultural and educational cooperation with developing countries. l 2  The most important 

aid categories, such as yen loans and gant aid, have received little attention in the reports. 

As a political entity that does not have an independent policy position, the c o u d  only 

performs the function of passing rninistries' ideas ont0 the Prime Minister. 

The Ministenal Consultative Cornmittee on Overseas Economic Cooperation is 

another advisory body designed to supplement the advisory council. Estabiished in 

December 1988, this committee is committed to achieving greater unity and ministerial- 

level coordination in aid policy. Although the name of the commîttee is new, the idea --- 

settling policy disputes by ministers and bureaucratie officials themselves --- cm be 

dated back to the 1970s when an ad hoc ministerial committee was invented to solve aid- 

related problems. In July 1975, this ad hoc committee was re-constructeci as an official 

ministerial cornmittee under the pressure from both the Cabinet and the Liberal 

Democratic Party. But two years later, the committee, together with the idea of inter- 

rninisterial coordination, was abolished as it failed to meet the expectations of its creators. 



The current ministeriai consukative committee consists of fourteen members 

chaired by the Chief Cabinet secretary.13 M e r  long years of inactivity, the re-birth of the 

ministerial committee still fails to pull it out of administrative limbo. It remains a 

debating society with very little policy significance where various ministries can raise 

issues and express views, but seldom touch on details of policy. There is no agenda laid 

d o m  pnor to committee meetings and ministers cm bring up any topic as they wish. The 

new cornmittee is not responsible to either the Prime Minister or the Cabinet. It is thus 

not obligated to bang any formal resolutions to issues raised at the meetings. 

The council and committee represent the only machinery for policy advice and 

high-level policy coordination in the Japanese aid system. However, as they sit at the top 

of a hgmented and difhised administrative structure, their advisory and coordinathg 

capacities are weak and their bureaumatic status is low. It is sti l l  the ministries that dictate 

the whole aid policy-making process. The only time that this system may be circumvented 

is when aid issues are passed on to the Prime Minister and the Cabinet, as well as to the 

National Diet. But this does not happen very often in Japan. 

2.3 The Prime Minister and The Cabinet: Their Roles in Aid Poücy Making 

As in a parliamentary democracy, the executive power in Japan is vested in the 

Cabinet which consists of the Prime Minister, who heads it, and other ministers of state. 

However, the executive branch in Japan is not as strong as in the United States. The 

Japanese Prime Minister is often under more constraints and possesses less autonomy 

l2 Councilor's Office, Ovemeas Economic Cooperation Desk, MateriaLs on the lmpkmentation Stam ofthe 
Report ofthe Advisory Councii on Overseas Economic Cooperation, January 1995. 
l3 Alan Rÿ<. Japan's Foreign Aid Challenge, p74. 



than the President of the states.14 Of course, the Prime Minister can, if interested, 

influence the aid policy. Contemporary Japanese diplomatic custorn dictates that the 

Mme Minister's visits to ASEAN countries be accompanied by large aid packages. This 

policy practice has considerable impact on the distribution of Japanese ODA hind~. '~  

Nevertheless, as a result of the factional politics within the Cabinet and the limited 

research capacity of the Rime Minister, the power of the Prime Minister is far from 

adequate to direct the general trends of aid. 

Unlike the American Cabinet that consists of confidants of the president, the 

Japanese Cabinet is composed of formidable factional leaders or senior members of these 

factions. Some of them are even the political opponents of the Prime ~inis ter?  These 

Cabinet members also preside over important ministries, such as the Ministry of Fiance, 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Intemal Trade and ~ndustry." Heading 

such a politically fkagmented Cabinet, the Prime Minister has to spend a great deal of 

tirne on balancing factional interests to preserve the solidarity and harmony of his group. 

Therefore, few of Japanese Prime Ministers have ever had the time or energy to put forth 

their own aid ideas. 

The Japanese Rime Minister is also short of relevant information bat might if 

available enable him to determine whether 

implernented. The reports submitted by the 

and in what fom aid policies are to be 

advisory council confuse more than they 

14 Kishimoto Koichi, Politics in Modern Japan: Development a d  Organiation.. Tokyo: Japan Echo Inc., 
1988, p75. See a h  Robert Orr Jr., The Emergence of Japan's Foreign Aid Power, p 10. 
" Alan Rh, *'Managing Iapau's Aid: ASEAN," in Bruce Koppel and Robert ûrr, eds ... Japan's Foreign 
Aid, pp19-40. 
16 kishimoto Koichi, Politics in Mo&m Japan, pp75-76. 
l7 Robert ûrr, The Emergence of lapan's Foreign Aid Power, p10. 



explain. For this reason, the Prime Minister has to rely on diree of four special assistants 

sent by leading ministries for policy consultation when a specific aid issue arises. But 

members in this ad hoc advisory body prove to be more loyal to their respective 

ministries than to the Prime Minister. Since they will return to their old posts in the 

ministries after they are dismissed from the advisory duty,'' these special assistants are 

more committed to persuading the Prime Minister of their own ministry's position than to 

providing objective policy information for his own judgment. 

Cabinet politics works also against effective decision-making on aid. Within the 

Cabinet, a central step in policy-making is the Cabinet meeting at which directives on 

basic policy conceming the direction of specific administrative branches are issued and, 

sornetimes, disputes concerning rninisterial junsdiction are arbitrated. Aid policy is 

seldom placed on the meeting agenda. Even if it does appear at the meeting, no clear path 

of political coordination is available due to the inertia of the Prime Minister. As such, 

Cabinet resolutions on aid aiso derive from the Cabinet-level political bargainhg ammg 

the rival ministers rather than fiom an unitary decision-making entity. 

As Robert Ward has m e n ,  although the Cabinet and the R i m e  Minister 

constitute the highest administrative body in contemporary Japan, they are subject to 

constant interactions with and substantial influence fkom several official gniops.19 This 

embarrassing situation is inevitable, for in an entrenched bureaucratic system such as that 

for foreign aid, the Cabinet and the Rime Minister are powerless to coordinate, or to 

provide new guidelines for policy unless they have a fuil independent staff. Otherwise, 

'%i., p l l .  
'' Robert E Warci, Iapan's Poiitical Sysm,  Englewood Ciif%: Prentice-Hall, 1978, p 16 1. 



they have neither the rnanpower, nor the information. nor the skills and expertise essential 

to the performance of policy-making huictions." 

2.4 The National Diet 

The advisory council and ministeriai consultative committee are hadequate as 

policy coordinators. The Prime Minister and the Cabinet are constrained in directing the 

general trend in aid policy. The hope for overcoming the bureaucratie logjams is then 

pinned on the National Diet --- the sole legislative organ of the Japanese government. 

The state's legislature can control foreign aid in thne main ways. Most important 

is the approval of budget proposais regarding both the overail volume of aid flows and the 

timing of expenditure. Secondly. the legislature scrutinizes the actions of the executive 

through debates, questions, and committee hearings, etc.. Lastly, the legislature makes 

guiding legislation for aid prognuns as a who~e.~' In recent years, the dramatic increase in 

aid budget has given nse to the posture of the National Diet in foreign aid, but its actual 

role is still minimal. In Japan, only the first of the h e  powers just Listed is exercised 

effectively by it. ' 

Since aid comprises less than 1 per cent of the General Account budgetU and 

attracts iittie public attention, it is considered penpheral by Diet members. Only a few of 

Haruhiro Fukui. *'Bureaucratie Power in Japan:' in Peccr Dysdale and Hironobu Kitaoji, eds.. Japan and 
Ausrralia: Two Societies and Their Interaction, Canberra: Awtralia National University Press, 1979, p286. 
" George Cunningham. Thc Mimagement of Aid Agencies. Londoc Croom Helm Ltd., 1974, p43. See also 
Aian Rix, Japan's Economic Aid, p 108. 

The Generai Account budget is the major budget type in Japan. If one defines budgeting in a broder 
sense, it also includes Supplemenmy Budgets, the various Special Accounts and the Fiscal Investment and 
Loan Program, The total ODA budget is an aggregate of items in these different accounts that are accepted 
as ODA expendinues under DAC dennitions. 



them possess professionai knowledge of this subject and no separate aid comrnittee has 

ever been established under the Diet. As a dearth of both interest and knowledge prevails, 

the Diet watchdog over aid administration is rarely off its leash. 

In aid operations the lack of clear objectives is thought to be as dangerous as. if 

not more so than, the pursuit of improper goals by aid specialists." In Japan, there exists 

no hindamental Diet-enacted legislation prescribing principles and aims for foreign aid. 

Even if such law is occasionaily proposed, it often meets strong opposition from the 

bureaucracy, or fails to overcome the divergence within the LDP, the long-term dominant 

party in the ~iet." This diffïculty is caused partiaily by the arrangement that puts aid 

under the puwiew of at least nine cornmittees in each house of the Diet. Since these 

comrnittees tend to approach aid in accordance with the division of cornmittee 

responsibilities along ministry lines, the primary efforts of their discussion are ofien 

devoted to delicate negotiations leading to the consensus necessary for realization of their 

respective goals. Crucial tasks, such as defining what objectives should be aimed at in 

delivering aid, are thus left in the bands of aid agencies. 

The authorization of the aid budget is perhaps the rnost effective control the Diet 

exercises. The Diet not oniy passes the annuai budget allocation for aid, but dso 

authorizes the carry-over of undisbursed funds to be included in the budget.= However, 

when compared with the expiicit authorizing power of the United States Congress. the 

Japanese Diet's role is U-denned. Firstly, the Diet is partiaiiy excluded fiom the control 

" George Cunningham, Thr Management of Aid Agencies, p53. 
24 Yuji Suzuki, "Rehinking Iapanese Foreign Aid", Japan fimes, Iune 30,1986, p8. 

* Robert ûrr, Thc Emergence of Japanl's Foreign Aid Power, p21. 



over loan budgets, a very important category in Japan's aid program. In 1997, yen loans 

constituted approximately fifty per cent of the ODA budget.26 Secondly, whereas the 

Amencan Congress reviews budget requests country by country and can play additional 

major roles by appropnating aid funds for specific nations and functions, the Japanese 

Diet oniy approves the overall aid volume for each fiscal year. The allocation of the 

approved aid budget on a country-by-country basis is made by ministries and their 

associated implementing agenciesO2' As such, the influence exercised by the Japanese 

Diet on aid budget is also limited. 

As a matter of fact, the Diet's involvement in aid activities appears to be most 

stimulated when a scandal, around which media attention and public awareness are 

extremely intensive, has been exposed. For example, Diet members proposed a 

government audit of a l l  future overseas contracts using Japanese aid funds soon after the 

corruption in the Philippines program was brought to light in 1986." Although this 

suggestion was finally rejected by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (an example of the 

bureaucratic power), it might be so far the swifiest reaction ever made by the Diet toward 

a problem in aid. 

In sum, the Diet's interests in aid policy hinge rather on public attention, and its 

power appears rather weak in the face of bureaucratic logjams. The Rime Minister and 

the Cabinet are granted the authority to issue policy directives, but their guidance cornes 

often sporadically. The major advisory bodies on Japanese ODA are rnerely "gesture 

MOFA, Japan's ODA ANwl Repon 1997, Tokyo, pl3 1. 
Robat ûrr and Bruce Koppel. "A Donor of Consequence," in Japcur's Foreign Aid. p6. 

El Robert ûrr, the Emergence of Japan's Foreign Aid Power. p z .  



tokens" as they have to rely on ministerial materials for information. These factors 

characterize the political environment of Japan's aid administration, in which decision- 

making remains Iargely the preserve of the bureaucracy. Ministries are the de facto 

operators of the Japanese aid system. 

2.5 Aid and the Ministries 

There are four major ministries engaged in aid policy-making. None of them is 

able to dictate the whole system, but their power in manipulating the decision-making 

process differs. This unbalanced power structure within the rninistry environment is 

directly linked to the outcornes of the bargainhg process over ODA policy. 

2.5.1 The Ministrv of Finance 

The Finance Ministry and its Budget Bureau are 1egaUy responsible to the Cabinet 

for preparing the annual budget. Less formally, they are responsible to the Nation for 

preserving lapan's financial solvency." That means, if govemment spending has to be 

restmined, the job must be done by the MOF. Since any increase or decrease in its share 

of the budget pie is literally associated with the ups and downs of a ministry's power, its 

monopolization of the budget distributing role gives the MOF greater power and 

considerably higher bureaucratic status. Having a career in the MOF is regarded by 

Japanese civil servants as a pinnacle of achievement, and always attracts the pick of the 

John Creighton Campbell. Contenrporary Jopanese Bvdget Politics. Womiifomia: University of California 
Press, 1977, p43. 



yearly crop of university graduates. Indeed, the image of the MOF in the popular rnind is 

often equated with supremacy in policy-making.30 

The leading position of the MOF in aid administration is attributed pnmarily to 

the hinction it perfonns, but its wide network of contacts among politicians in the Diet 

also helps. Every year more of the MOF officiais retire to become elected to the Diet. 

Through connections with these former bureaucrats, the Fiance Ministry can press for 

the adoption of a policy position by which it stands. Although these lobbying efforts may 

not always bring about what the rninistry desires, they at les t  ensure that the voice of the 

MOF can be heard and its opinions expressed in the legislahue. 

The strength of the MOF is also reflected in its staff and structure (see figure 2.2). 

Its oficials are the "elite of the elite", well-known not only for their specialized 

knowledge of policy matters, but also for the maturity with which they handle their 

bus in es^.^' They are highly respected throughout Japanese govemment and enjoy 

pnvileges in governent housing and career advancement. Within the MOF, seven main 

bureaus act upon an enormous range of issues, and some of hem have more functions 

than their narnes imply. Staffed with "official elite", these bureaus exercise controls over 

some of the most important aspects of lapan's domestic politics, as weil as its 

international economic policy. Foreign aid is one of them. The three bureaus most 

directiy involved with aid programs are Budget, International Fiance and Fiance. 

Discussions of the pemnaiity and prestige of  the MOF can 'oe found in Bureaumatic Organîzation Study 
Group, Horror Stories of the Finance Minisny, Tokyo: Yell Books, 1976. See aiso Alan Rix, Japan's 
Economic Aid, p87 and John Campbell, Contemporary Japanese Budget Politics, pp43-44. 
" John Campbell. Contemporary Japmese Budget Politics, pp43-44,70. 
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Figure 2.2 The Structure of Japan's Aid Administration: The Main Ministries 
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The Budget Bureau is in complete control of budget appropriations. Its examiner 

has final Say on the fate of budget requests submitted by the MOFA, Mïï I  and EPA and, 

hence, can significantly change the direction of an aid program with his veto power. The 

Financial Bureau also enjoys powemil authority over aid, which denves From its 

responsibility for compiling the Fiscal Investment and h a n  Program (FILP). The FILP 

funds corne from govemmental pensions, the postal savings, bond issues and other 

borrowing, as well as a tiny portion of the General Account. As a supplement to the 

national budget, the FILP is often used as another means for satiswng ministry or party 

demands without depleting the General ~cco i tn t ?~  In 1997, it is about half as large as the 

General Account component of the ODA operations Budget, contributing almost 30 per 

cent to the total sum. More importantly, the FILP provides a significant portion of 

Japanese yen loans to developing countried3 Therefore, ministries that wish to have a 

share in this major type of aid prognuns, such as the MOFA or MITI, must have their 

requests evaiuated and adjusted by the Fiancial Bureau before they go to the Budget 

Bureau for the fmal decision. The International Finance Bureau is another powemil 

operator of aid program in the MOF. Since the bureau is in charge of international 

monetary matters, it is more concemed with Japan's foreign economic relations than 

budget allocation. Within this bureau, the Overseas hvestment Division is responsible for 

multilateral aid business, while the Overseas Public Investment Division is responsible 

for bilateral assistance programs.34 These two divisions are important in the aid system 

32 John Campbell, Contemporary Japanese Budget Politics, p210. 
" MOFA. Japon's ODA 1997Annd Report, Tokyo, p132. 

For an explanaaon of &e content of Grant aid. Yen Loans, Technical Cooperation and Multilateral Aid, 
please read the Chapter Four- 



because they also coordinate the interactions between the Budget Bureau and other 

rninistries. These three bureaus represent the MOF in formulating aid policy. How they 

decide to pull the purse strings has an important bearing on both the decision process and 

the decisions themselves. 

2.5.2 The Ministrvof Foreign Affairs 

The power of the Foreign Affairs Ministxy has been on the rise since the early 

1970s when broader foreign policy objectives were incorporated into the deliberations on 

aid prograrns." Often referred to as the international faction within the Japanese 

govemment, the MOFA lacks the domestic power base which most other ministries have 

in pushing their interests? However, this ineffectiveness in domestic political battles is 

not matched by the realities in the foreign aid area where the MOFA often leads. With its 

specialized knowledge about other countries and its expertise in managing national 

diplomacy, the MOFA is able to gain an overview of aid policy as a vital component of 

Japan's foreign relations with developing countries. As the use of foreign aid as a 

diplornatic tool increases, so does the ministry's innuence on the decision process. 

International pressure is another important source where the Foreign Ministry's 

power springs. It is not unusual for MOFA officials to "use the United States generally as 

'' William R Nester, Jupon's Growing Predomimce Over Eust Ana Md the W d  Economy, New York: 
St Martin's Press, 1990, pp60-62, 

Reinhard Drife, Japads Foreign Pol& Routledge: The Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1990. 
~ 2 2 -  



an ally in advancing its interests against those of other agencies."37 Citing pressures from 

the United States and then coordinathg MOFA's efforts with these pushes and pressure 

have placed the Foreign Ministry in an unique and strong position vis-à-vis other 

ministries on many bilateral issues. In an interview with the Budget Examiner, when he 

was asked how often the MOFA used foreign pressure as a weapon in aid budget 

negotiations with the MOF, the response was "alrnost every ti~ne".'~ Given the 

subordinate role that Japan has played in relation to the United States in international 

politics, pressure from the United States helps to enhance the bargaining position of the 

MOFA in policy cornpetition. 

In comparative terms, the Foreign Ministry's budget and personnel strength rank 

low, but it concentrates quite a portion of its limited money and staff on the Economic 

Corporation Bureau, making this bureau the largest aid section in any of the ministries 

(see also figure 2.2). Alrnost dl aspects of aid policy, loans, grants, technical cooperation 

and multilateral aid, are dealt with by seven divisions in this bureau. The concentration of 

aid resources and responsibilities within one bureau enables the Foreign Ministry to 

organize its aid activities under a general policy plan and, hence, avoid the waste and 

inefficiency that may be caused by inter-bureau miscommunications. The MOFA is also 

the oniy rninistry that has an overseas research base. Its embassies, consulates or 

37 TJ. Pempel, "Unbundling Japan Inc.: The Changing Dynamics of Japanese Policy Formation," Jouml 
of Japanese Studies, Vol. 13, no. 1, Swimer 1987, p303. For a case study of American influence on 
Japanese aid plicy, see Robert Orr, 'The Aid factor in U.S. - Japan Relations," Asicrn Survey, July 1998, 
pp744-755; see dso Kent E. Calder, "lapanese Foreign Economic Policy Formation: Explaining the 
Reactive State," World Politics, Vol. XL, no.4, July 1988, ppS17-541. For a study of the correlation 
between changes in Japan's foreign aid policy and foreign pressure, see Robert C. Angel, "Explaining 
Policy Failure: Japan and the International Economy, 1969-1971," Journal of Public Policy, Vo1.8, no.2, 
1988. 

Robert Orr, Th Emergence of Japan's Foreign Aid Power, p13. 



permanent missions are dispersed world-wide for collecting information from recipient 

countries. The possession of a large volume of data and statistics has increased the 

flexibility with which the Foreign Ministry handles aid requests. Therefore, in the four- 

ministry garnes, the MOFA is always an active and influential player. 

2.5.3 The Ministrv of International Trade and hdustrv 

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry is the greatest traditional rival of 

the Foreign Ministry in aid policy. It became involved after the inception of Japan's aid 

program in the middle of the 1950s. Because the diplomatic consideration of aid is now 

gaining weight, the predominant position the MITI used to have in policy making has 

been undemiined. Nevertheless, so long as aid and the commercial interests of Japanese 

private enterprises are intertwined, the MITI will remain influential. Indeed, the Mï ï I  has 

remained one of the most powerfhl domestic ministries in the post-war years. 

Adrninistering two pilla sections of Japan's national economy ------ trade and industry --- 

- the ministry has developed an immense size and diverse functi~ns?~ This strength spills 

over into the aid area, in paaicular the loan programs which are most closely related to 

Japan's overseas market and domestic industry. Within the MITI, only the Econornic 

Cooperation Department in the International Trade Policy Bureau is directiy in charge of 

aid policy formulation, but its administrative capacity is snong. Like the MOF, this 

department is also filled with outstanding intellects and administrators. Its director is 

39 Yoshihisa Ojimi, "A Govenunent Ministry: The Case of the Ministry of lntcrnationaî Trade and 
Indusûy," in Ezra Vogel ed., Modern Japanese Organization and Decision-making, Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1975, p101. Ojimi is a former administrative vice-minister of the MiTi. His 
article provides an in-depth look at the general mood, basic approach and common pattern of decision- 
making in the MITI. 



viewed as a most capable man with bright career prospects." Some of the department 

directors later move up to top positions in various agencies or bureaus, some even 

become vice-minister of the m. 

The MITI also takes advantage of foreign pressures in the inter-ministerial 

bargahing, but not as fkequently as the MOFA. It is more inclined to apply the lobbying 

efforts of private sector to bolster its policy position, for no other ministries in Japan have 

such extensive and well-established connections with the business circle. The MlTI has a 

long tradition of coordinating with Japanese entrepreneurs in mutually-beneficial moves. 

Offcials fiom the Economic Cooperation Department often act as representatives of the 

rninistry to receive aid requests from lapan's major trading companies before the Foreign 

Ministry füls in to collect them. If a major Japanese industry or trading Company shows 

interests in a certain large-scale aid project, the Mm often speaks as an ardent advocate 

for that commercial enterprise in the decision process. In so doing, the MlTI is able to 

take initiatives in policy planning and sometimes even dominate it. 

2.5.4 The Economic Planninec - Agencv 

The power of the MOF derives fiom its exclusive control over aid budgets, the 

MOFA relies on its experience in international affairs to offset the weakness in its 

domestic power base, and the MïWs position in the aid system is secured as aid is 

inexaicably tied to Japan's ûade and industry. In comparison with these three ministries, 

the EPA's power over aid policy is relatively insignificant. Although the general designer 

of the blue plint of Japan's economic development since the late 1950s, the EPA is only 

" Alan Rh, Japan's Ecommic Aid, p9 1. 



strategicdy placed to influence aid policy. Its power comes mainly from its responsibility 

for the Overseas Economic Cooperation  und: but even in that capacity, the EPA is 

limited because OECF operations also come under close scrutiny from the Finance 

Ministry. The EPA's decision-making capacity is furthet impeded by the long-standing 

practice of tramferring MITI and MOF officers to key positions in it." Without an 

independent, and more importantly loyal staff, the EPA is constrained in consolidating its 

own aid philosophy in practice.43 

The EPA's Coordination Bureau is assigned with the job of aid policy planning. 

Its main task, as stated on paper, is to "delineate the basic directions of Japan's ODA in 

its econornic plans and work for intra-govemmental agreement (on these directions)"." 

However, because of the bureaucratic ineptness and the arnbiguity in relationship between 

foreign aid and national priorities, the Coordination 

personnel resources to play such a coordinathg role, 

Bureau has neither the guidance nor 

Nonetheless, the EPA does have the 

4' The Overseas Economic Coopcration Fund is one of the 
program. Funded in March, 1961, it is primarily responsible 

two implementing agencies of Japan's aid 
for implernenting Japan's concessional yen 

loan programs for the development and stabiüzation of the economies of the developing countries, and thus 
promoting Japan's economic cooperation. The activities of the Fund can be divided into two categories: (1) 
Loans to foreign governments (including government-related agencies and Iocal governments), and (2) 
loans to and equity invesments in development projects in developing countries carried out by private 
cornpanies. Nearly al1 of the Fund's activities come under ODA, and account for approximately 35% of 
Japan's ODA in 1994. The Fund is thus the principal agency in Japan's ODA program. The sources of the 
Fund's investment and loan capital are appropriations h m  the General Account Budget and borrowings 
fkom the FlLP. The OECF has eight departments, one off'ice, one reseatch instinite and seventeen overseas 
representatives, ail under the supervision of the EPA, At the end 
of 1994 fiscal year, it had a staff of 327 persons. (Al1 the information cornes h m  the EPA 1996 ODA 
E p t = '  

See Robert k ' s  interview with an EPA officiai in Apnl25, 1984, in the Emergence of Japan's Foreign 
Aid Power, p45. 
43 For an examination of the rivalry between MIFI and EPA caused by personai tramfers, please see 
Chatmers Johnson "MITI and Japanese Intemational Economic Policy" in Robert A. Scaiapino ed., The 
Foreign Policy of Modem Japan, BerkeIey: University of Caiifornia Press, 1977, pp237-244. 
44 EPA, Japan's ODA and Economic Planning Agency, Tokyo, 1996, pl. 



ability to block an initiative in the four-rninistry system if it chooses to because, after dl. 

it has planned, drafted and is carrying out basic policies and proograms related to 

econornic cooperation." Its views are on occasion taken into consideration by other 

ministries. Therefore, it is a least important but indispensable actor in Japan's aid politics. 

2.6 The Perpetuation of the Diffused Aid System 

Japan's aid system has been established for almost four decades. It emerged with 

the inception of reparation programs in the mid-1950s, and has been strengthened dong 

with the expansion of aid volumes over the yean. The operation of this system has altered 

little since the early 1960s. Although its ineffîciencies have been more and more widely 

acknowledged, the diffised aid structure has remained. This phenornenon cm be 

explained from several angles. 

FistlyT confusion about the purpose of aid contributes to the structural 

divergence: disputes over how foreign aid can best serve Japan's national interests lead to 

the rapid creation of competing administrations, and help to preserve and reinforce 

ministerial ideologies. This confusion can not be easily got rid of because it is deeply 

rooted in Japan's histoncal perplexity over the role it should take in the international 

society. Having attained a position of economic superpower in world afXairs since 1945, 

the Japanese political establishment is now preoccupied by the question of how to 

translate this power into political advantage in terms of national interests. So long as the 

Japanese govemment and public divide on this issue, there won? be any clear defition 

of aid's purpose. As a result, competing ministenal interests become preelninent. 



Secondly, Japan's domestic political environment is also conducive to the 

bureaucratic dominance. As analyzed in this chapter, aid issues are rarely taken into 

serious consideration by the head of Japan's political authority for various reasons. No 

consistent efforts, thus, have ever been made to correct the problems in the aid system. 

Finally, there are practical difficulties in reforming the current diffixsed 

administrative structure. Since Japan's ODA policy is multidimensiond, relating to a 

number of social, political and economic issues, its formulation requires a considerable 

arnount of expertise and knowledge in various areas. No ministry in Japan is able to 

provide such service alone. Staffi'ing shortage is another obstacle. In spite of Tokyo's 

ciramatic increases in aid volumes, its aid personnel level has not witnessed noticeable 

changes. For exarnple: between 1977 and 1987, Japan's ODA increased by 5.2 times, 

while the aid disbursement handled by per administrative staff expanded over 350 per 

cent because there was no matching increase in the persomel to handle this volume of 

ODA? Under such a circumstance, it is almost impossible to create an independent 

central agency that will undertake the over-dl policy-making responsibility in Japan. As 

Japan's aid apparatus lacks the interna1 unity and solidarity that would be necessary for 

one ministry to completely dominate the decision process, cornpetition is inevitable. 

Each policy category has its own decision-making structure and charactenstics. In 

Japan's foreign aid program, ministries and bureaucrats take the leading role. Their 

expertise, control over information and financiai resources, as well as the possibility for 

Robert ûrr, Tlie Energence of Japon's Foreign Aid Power, p50. 



hem to participate full-time in the game, work undoubtedly for the centrality of the 

bureaucratic role in the policy-making situations. This important bureaucratic position is 

M e r  strengthened by the relative impotence of the National Diet and the advisory 

bodies, as well as the Cabinet and the Prime Minister in guiding or coordinating the 

Iapanese aid system. Therefore, bureaucratic poiitics becomes the major garne played in 

the decision process. Since the ministries make aid policies, their interests in making 

these policies are important. The next chapter will explore this issue in detail. 



Chapter III Why Give Aid? 

lœœlœl Aid Ideas and Ministries 

Japan's reputation as the world largest donor has never been free of cnticisrn from 

both recipient countries and other DAC member States. Despite its ambitious aid 

prograrns and generous aid offers, Japan is thought to be "unsure of what precisely to do 

with its moneyW.' This unsureness is a result of Japan's failing tu articulate explicitly its 

motives and objectives in giving aid. Every year, four "ODA White Papers", rather than 

one, are released by each of the four major ministries, explainhg to the public the 

philosophy and achievement of Japan's foreign aid. In their arguments about policy, such 

ideas as "interdependent relations with international society", ''the duty and responsibility 

to provide aid" often corne forth. For exarnple, the EPA in its 1996 ODA report stated 

that "...... wealthy nations must extend a helping hand to those less-off? even as those 

nations seek a better future under the principle of self-reliance. Japan, as one of greatest 

econornic powers and proponents of peace, and as a country dependent on the good will 

and weli-being of its fellow citizens of the global cornrnunity for its own prospenty, must 

play a leading role ......" ? The sarne idea was also expressed by the MOFA. In its 1997 

ODA report, it pointed out that "......resource-poor Japan c m  not swive  today unless the 

world is stable and prosperous. Now, out of gratitude for the aid Japan received in the 

past, it is Japm's important dut -  to allocate a part of its national wherewithal to fostering 

' Jeff Sallot, "Canada's Experience, Japan's Cash," London Free Press, 1997. 
EPA, lapan's ODA a d  the Economic Planning Agcncy, Toltyo. 19%. p 1. 



the international community's development efforts"? These expressions, as statements of 

aid purpose, are hadequate. They tell us that Japan's aid program has a developmental 

purpose as it aims at contributhg to the stability and prosperity of the world community, 

but they do not tell us what it is. Since "a developmental purpose is presumed to be 

inherent in any aid prograrn even if it does have other purposes as weli", these statements 

tell us little about the fundamental objectives of Japanese governrnent in giving ~ i i d . ~  

As a matter of fact, ministries and agencies involved in aid policy-making appear 

to converge on these vaguely-stated purposes. They are willing to use these appealing 

words in their ODA reports to ward off as much criticism fkom the public or abroad as 

possible. But this does not mean that the administrative conuol of aid in Japan is founded 

on Iasting agreement about what foreign aid could in practice achieve. On the contrary, 

the ambiguity these official reports share in d e f h g  aid's purpose refiects to a large 

extent the lack of consensus on policy objectives among rninistries. Therefore, divergence 

arises when it cornes to many fundamentals of aid policy. The rninistries and agencies 

often fmd themselves in conflict about not only the best form of aid, the distribution, size 

and terms of aid flows, but more irnportantly, the position of foreign aid in the national 

pnorities. Each ministry persists in its own opinion on why give aid and how it should be 

given, and it is between these ministries that compromises and contlicts carry the most 

weight in the mation and management of ODA policy today. 

MOFA, "Why is ODA necessary?". in Japan's ODA Annual Report. 1997. Tokyo. 
John White. in his Thc Politics ofForeign Aid, compared the clarity of donon' objectives as stated in the 

official poiicy papas. His andysis helps throw light on studying Japan's aid purpose. For more details, 
please see Chapter II: The Aid Donor, pp34-50. 



Generally speaking, the Minisûy of Finance (MOF) views aid mainly as a budget 

issue. It pays closest attention to the balance of payments and to the fmancial burdens 

imposed on the national budget by foreign aid. Since the MOF emphasizes aid's 

effectiveness relative to its cost, it is most concemed with the fiscal capacity of potentid 

recipients to repay the aid funds extended to them. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

(MOFA) is regarded as the most liberal and amenable among the big four toward aid 

requests. It is also the most eager one to enhance Japan's national status through foreign 

aid. This ministry sees aid policy primanly in the context of lapan's overall foreign 

policy interests, using it as a diplornatic weapon, as often with developed as with 

developing countries. Strategic and security implications occupy an important position in 

the MOFA's thinking on aid policy. The MUiistry of International Trade and Industry 

(MiTI) tends to place top priority on Japanese commercial and long-term industrial 

interests. It has been highly skeptical of the humanitarian approach to aid, prefehg 

large-scale capital projects which can help promote Japanese trade rather than aid as a 

means of assisting the economic growth of less developed countries (LDCs). The 

Econornic Planning Agency (EPA) is the weakest among the "big four" in terms of 

administrative strength. and so is its interest in influencing aid policy. Often allied with 

the MOF on many issues. the EPA focuses on maintainhg the fuiancial balance of 

Japan's foreign aid and coordinating aid policy with its domestic economic strategies. 

Although each ministry's attitude toward aid has undergone some changes over the years, 

the fundamental differences stiU remain because implied in these differences are 

contradictory bureaucratie interests that cm hardly be united. The purpose of this chapter 

is to trace different official attitudes and compare their competing interests over three 



distinct periods in the evolutionary process of Japan's aid policy, beginning with the years 

of war reparations until the implementation of the Fifth Medium-Term Target in the 

middle of 1990s. 

3.1 War Reparation and An Expanding Japanese Role in ODA (From Late 

1950s To 1972) 

Japanese aid policy began as reparation arrangements with Asian countries Japan 

had invaded in World War II. These programs were initiated to restore the severely- 

damaged economic infrastructure in these countries. In the last five years of the 1950s, 

Japan signed reparation agreements with several Southeast Asian countries, such as 

Indonesia, Philippines, Burma and l'hailand.' Aithough the sum of reparations 

expenditures was relatively small, about $1 billion, the benefit for Japan was s ip i f i~ant .~  

Since reparation aid was usuaily tied to procurement of Japanese products, it in effect 

created a market for Japanese goods and fmancial services in these countries. 

At that time, reparation programs, among other Japanese activities to extend 

economic connections with developing nations, were loosely referred to by government 

officials as "economic cooperation". No distinction was made between it and "foreign 

aid". The MïI'I, MOFA and EPA each drew up its own set of pnorities to delineate the 

scope of economic cooperation and diverged about how important it was to Japan. 

Alexander Caldwell, 'The Evolution of Japanese Economic Cooperatiox 1950-1970:' in Harold B. 
Malmgren cd., Paczfic Basin Development: The American Interests? Lexington, Mass: Lexington Books, 
1972, p34. 
William Brooks and Robert ûrr, Jr., "Japan's Foreign Economic Assistance," Asian Survey, Vol. 25, no. 

3, March 1985, p324. 



In 1958 the MITI issued its fust policy guidelines, "Economic Cooperation: 

Present Situation and Roblems". It was also the only comprehensive annual report on 

Tokyo's aid policies until 1978: In this report, the MITI asserted that econornic 

cooperation was the new axis of Japan's post-war trade policy. and its main task was to 

promote Japanese exports and secure foreign sources of raw materials and energy? This 

cooperation could be either bilateral or multilateral, in the form of either capital transfers, 

technical assistance or trade flows. Actually, any activities or programs panicipated in by 

either the govemment or the private sector to develop the "underdeveloped countries" 

were regarded by the MITI as economic cooperation. 

The MOFA was the first to attempt to incorporate economic cooperation into 

Japan's neo-mercantilist policies? According to its report, Japan's "economic miracle" 

could not be realized without the stability and prosperity of its most important economic 

partners in Asia. The Foreign Affairs Ministry acknowledged the importance of economic 

cooperation in developing Japanese trade as weil, but it was more inclined to plant this 

cooperation f i y  within the broader context of Japan's national policies and 

international interests.lo It believed ihat, in order to sustain Japan's own domestic 

prospenty and social weifare, its foreign aid must be geared toward estabiishing a central 

role in Asian economic development." The MOFA aiso made several attempts to defme 

economic cooperation, among which the cornmon elements were the technical 

7 William Nester, Japan and the Third World: Patterns, Power, Prospect, New York St. Martin's Press, 
1992, p86. 
' Ibid., p86. 

MOFA, '2evKw of Foreign Relations," in Diplomaric Blue Book, Tokyo, September 1957. 
'O Sukehiro Hasegawa, Japanese Foreign Aid: Policy a d  Practice, New York: Praeger Publishers, 1975, 
m* 
" Alan RU, Japon's Economic Aid, p24. 



cooperation, private and public capital fiows, al l  designed to enhance Japan's economic 

penetration of the recipient countries. 

The EPA in these early days often included economic cooperation in its post-war 

overall economic plans. In its second plan of 1957, the EPA considered economic 

cooperation to be one of the most important measures in re-onentating lapan's industrial 

structure f'rom light industry to heavy and chernical industries. To this end, economic 

cooperation should be targeted on countries where raw materials for heavy-industry 

construction were ample and potential markets for heavy-industry products were huge. In 

cornparison with the other two ministries, the EPA's definition of econornic cooperation 

was much broader and vaguer. Activities such as overseas investments, procurement of 

resources and long-term import policies for food were al1 included in its definition. 

Despite these differences in approach, out of a shared awareness of the extemally 

onented future of the Japanese economy, four ministries agreed that economic 

cooperation should become an integral part of Japan's long-term policies. An important 

step toward consolidating this understanding was to join the Development Assistance 

Group @AG) of the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 

in 1961.'~ Membership in DAC led Japan into the "rich countries club", ensuring that it 

would not be isolated fiom the group of the most powerful states in the world,13 but the 

'' The DAC is based in Paris and is an organ of the OECD. It was established in 1960 and originally named 
the Development Assistance Group. in 1961, it was reconstmcted as the Development Assistance 
Cornmittee. Nie founder members of the OECD (Belgium, Canada, France, West Germany, Italy, 
Netherlands, Portugal, UK and USA) joined it. Japan also entered the DAC in 1961, but its membership of 
the DAC was regarded as a historicd anomaly because it was the only country that joined the DAC as a 
founder rnember before it became a member of the OECD in 1964. The primary function of the DAC is to 
mediate negotiations among aid donors on quantitative increases or quantitative enhancements in aid. Now 
the DAC seats members from 21 industrial democracies, including Japan and the European Union. 
t3 F.C. Langdon, Japan's Foreign Policy, Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1973, p87. 



"membership fee" was high. Tokyo had to commit itself to extending generous foreign 

aid that equaled 1 per cent of its annual GNP, and at the sarne time, subject its aid 

prograrns to greater scnitiny frorn other member States of the DAC. It was at the constant 

urging of the DAC that the term "aid", though not necessarily in the contemporary sense, 

began to appear in Japanese govemment papers. Entry into the DAC certainly benefited 

Japan in several ways. A MlTI report candidly adrnitted that Japan joined mainly to gain 

access to the markets of other industrialized nations, and to promote Japanese trade and 

investment objectives in the developing world.14 The Director of the MOFA's Economic 

Cooperation Division, Sawaki Masao, made it even clearer that Japan joined the DAC out 

of a desire to avoid long-term disadvantage caused by isolation from other advanced 

nations." Although the statements made by these ministries indicated that none of them 

had fully realized the long-ten significance of the DAC membership for lapan, the fact 

is that thereafter the growth of Japan's foreign aid M e r  accelerated and other types of 

aid rather than reparation arrangements came to the fore. 

Just as the turn of the decade witnessed notable development in Japan's aid and 

more straight-fonvard expressions of aid thinking by the govemment rninistrîes, so the 

aid administration expanded and consolidated. Four ministries had placed themselves 

squarely in key areas of aid administration, and by 1963, the lines delinez*hg the overd 

pattern of decision-making that has operated till now were drawn.16 With the set-up of 

separate aid bureaus in each ministry, the responsibility for foreign aid was also 

l4 MM'I, Economic Cooperation Poiicy Research Cornmittee, DAC and the Problenz of Aid to 
Underdeveloped Coun~es ,  Tokyo: Asia Economic Research Tnstitute, 1966, ppl-6. 
'' Alan Ru, Japan's Economic Aid, p29. 
I6 Ibid. pp35-36. 



institutionalized around the same period. These efforts to strengthen aid bureaucracy were 

made to cope with the new trends in foreign aid at the tum of the decade. They were also 

derived from the cornpetition among four ministries over aid policy management. The 

contention around the control of the Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (OECF), a 

newly established govemrnent soft-loan agency, was an example in point. Originally, the 

OECF was placed under the supervision of the MOFA, but the other two bureaucraties, 

the MOF and MITI, also desired to take the lead role in the OECF so as to gain more 

leverage in the policy-making process. Mer  difficult negotiations, the three agreed to 

fold the OECF under the weakest and the least threatening EPA, whereas their officiais 

would be allowed to enter the OECF in strategic policy positions. Thus, the operation of 

the OECF was, from the very start, subordinate to bureaucratie contention rather than to 

the rules espoused by itself. 

Japan's quick entry into the DAC and the consolidation of its aid management 

apparatus ushered in a period in which Japan's total aid flow rose steadily. Between 1960 

and 1970, the total net flow of officia1 and pnvate resources from Japan to less developed 

countries increased from $246 million to $1.8 billion, and as short as two years latter, it 

reached $5.8 billion.17 ODA disbursements as a percentage of GNP almost doubled 

during the sarne period. In 1968, Japan became the fourth largest donor in the DAC. 

However, the generai thrust of aid thinking in the 1960s remained locked onto Japan's 

own economic growth. The MOFA, though convinced of the importance of foreign aid 

for Japan's bilateral relations witb the developing countnes, was rather weak in domestic 

" David M. Poîîer, Iapan'r Foreign Aid to niaihnà Md the Philippines, New York St Martin's PRss, 
1996, p3. 



bureaucratic strength at that time, and unable to sway the dominant trend of aid policy. 

Therefore, the ODA was relatively ignored as a component of overall foreign policy in 

the 1960s, and its main objective was economic. For example, the majority of aid 

prograrns in this period were private investments and yen loans fkom the Export-Irnport 

Bank of Japan based on interests rate that would not quai@ hem as ODA with the 

present definition.18 By the end of the 1960s, Asia, in particula. the Southeast Asia, 

received more than 80 per cent of Japanese aid because of its strategic position in Japan's 

economic development. This distribution pattern culminateci in 1970 when as much as 

98.2 per cent of aid flowed to Asia However, the "economic miracle" phase in which aid 

was exclusively reserved for basic economic development purpose came to a stop in the 

early 1970s. 

3.2 A T u W g  Point and the Emergence of ODA as a Pillar of Japan's Foreign 

Policy (From 1973 To 1985) 

D u ~ g  the second phase of aid policy's evolution between 1973 and 1985, aid 

reached a new height in terms of its visibility and utility. Akady indispensable to Japan's 

domestic economic policy, foreign aid now emerged as a multi-dimensional, multi- 

purpose diplornatic instrument. This important take-off was triggered, to a certain extent, 

by two events: the OPEC oil shock in the winter of 19734974 and Prime Minister 

Tanaka's ASEAN trip in January 1974.'' 

18 ibid., p4. 
l9 Dennis Yasutomo, "Why Aid? Japan as an Aid Great Power," Pacgc Agairs, Vol. 62. no. 4,1992, p492. 



The OPEC oil shock took place as the Arabian oil producers imposed an oil 

embargo on the United States and its allies, including Japan, who were thought to be 

sympathetic to Isael. To placate the OPEC nations, Japan offered a huge aid package to 

them, and after that. oil flowed once again to Japan. The oil cnsis taught the Japanese an 

important lesson that aid could be the centrai piece of " resource diplomacy" beyond 

Asia. 

Tanaka's trip to the ASEAN was interzded to further Japan's relationship with 

those countries once invaded by Japan in World War II. Disappointingly, what he faced in 

Bangkok and Jakarta were riots rather than cheers, shocking Tokyo after a decade of 

activities designed to win favor arnong these neighboring nations. Tanaka's visit made 

Japan corne to see that in order to gain due respect from its recipient countries, Japan had 

to broaden its perspective on foreign aid. As soon as Tanaka got back, he ernbarked on a 

process, which his successors foilowed, of increasing aid to Asia with improved tems 

and conditions, endeavoring to cultivate a peace-loving, pro-development and non- 

ideological leadership role in t h i s  region. T'us, if the oil shock triggered a globalization 

of political and diplornatic uses of aid, the Tanaka trip triggered a strengthening of such 

uses in Asia. 

In the face of these "international shocks", the MOFA made great efforts to 

accommodate them. An intemal document around that time argueci that Tokyo should 

give aid to assist foreign development, not simply to reinforce Japan's two-digit growth 

rate? As the open channel of communication between the developing countries, 

" MOFA, Econodc Coopeiation Bureau, Several ProposoL for F u m e  Countries1 20 July.1972. 



international aid organizations and the Japanese govemment, the MOFA recognized the 

collective influence of the Third World in the United Nations, and called fm more respect 

for these developing countries fkom the Japanese goverment. In its view, giving aid was 

part of Japan's responsibility as an advanced industrial nation and a senior member of the 

DAC, for it would narrow the development gap between the North and the South. As 

such, the ministry opposed linking annual aid volume with foreign exchange reserves. In 

particular, it stood against the MOF who insisted that aid should only be increased when 

foreign exchange was in surplus. 

The MOFA even criticized other ministries openly for their parochial views of 

foreign aid in its public pronouncements or officia1 documents. Most of its criticism was 

directed at these rninistries' intention to subject aid solely to Japan's commercial interests 

and ignore the needs of less developed countries. Councilor Künichi of the Economic 

Cooperation Bureau advocated in his speech that foreign aid should be renamed as 

"development assistance" because only this name could restore the tnie meaning to it? 

But this new concept of development assistance did not hold any appeal to the 

Mï'i?, which continued to tie aid narrowly to the needs of Japm's economy. In November 

1974, the hllTI published its first "long-ter& economic plan for Japan, analyzing the 

challenges of a changing world economy and possible development options in such a 

world." The MITI proposeci that Japan should shift the basis of its economy from heavy 

resource-hungry industries like steel, shipbuilding and automobile into light, knowledge- 

" Kikuchi Kiyoake, T r e h  in Economic Cooperation, Speech to Japan's Overseas Telecornmunications 
Cooperation Association, 17 May, 1973. 
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intensive industries like comput ers, microelec tronics, new materials and services.23 Aid 

programs, dong with Direct Foreign Investment @FI) and govemrnent subsidy, were 

tools to facilitate this vital shift from an industrial to a post-industrial economy. Through 

directing aid flows to well-selected counhies and areas, Japan could move the labor- 

intensive production and process to low wage nations and minimize the effects of yen 

appreciation by using cheap foreign labors. Aid could also help Japan divers@ its foreign 

markets and develop cheap and reliable sources of natural resources. Therefore, the 

MlTI's aid philosophy prescribes that aid was not simply an international responsibility, 

but an unavoidable requirement for the smooth management of Japan's own economy. 

When Japan joined the DAC in the early 1960s. it committed itself to disbursing 

as much aid as 1 per cent of its annual GNP. Thereafter, Tokyo came under increasing 

foreign pressure to fuifïll this cornmitment. The MOFA and MlTI also endored this 

quantitative enhancement though fiom different perspectives. However, their requests 

met strong resistance nom the MOF, the most conservative rninistry on aid questions. 

Therefore. till 1997 Japan's ODAIGNP ratio was still as low as 0.23:~ 

The involvernent of the MOF in aid administration was less noticeable in the first 

half of the 1960s when aid only took up a very tiny portion of the General Account 

budgets. But as the pressure for increasing aid disbursement mounted, the importance of 

the MOF began to show. The Fiance Ministry was often reluctant to sanction growth in 

aid budget that the MOFA and hdlTI argued the new activities required. If it did not agree 

to raise the hnding ceihg, there were few resources other ministries could resort to other 

Chalmer Johnson, Mm and Japanese Miracle: The Growth of lndwtnal Policy, 1925- 1975, S tanforci: 
Stanford University Press, 1982, p29 1. 
" MOFA, Japan's ODA Annucrl Report, 1997. Chart 75: Trends of Japan's ODNGNP Ratio. 



than inviting political intervention from either the Rime Minister or foreign govenunents 

to check the power of the MOF. 

In the 1960s the MOF appeared extremely cautious about every new cornmitment. 

It once asserted at a committee meeting that while it recognized the demand for economic 

cooperation, Japan could not increase the amounts given, for it would require constant 

efforts to merely maintain the present ratio of aid to national inco~ne.~' After the tum of 

the decade, the MOF's rigid attitude toward aid budgets loosened up a bit. It stopped 

insisting on maintainhg aid flows at present level, but placed more emphasis on 

effectiveness in giving aid. The MOF stressed that any improvement in aid volumes or 

terms should be implemented after properly assessing the conditions and needs of the 

prospective recipients. Requests arising out of efforts to promote self-help should be 

aven precedence. The rninistry used to counter the 1 per cent ODNGNP ratio by 

claiming that Japan's per capita income was lower than that of Europe. In the 1970s when 

Japan's economy began taking the lead among the developed counuies, this excuse 

became obviously less plausible. Thus, the MOF huned to guard its rigid position in the 

budgeting process by declaring that there must be a "national consensus" on the need for 

increasing aid budgets. Otherwise, changes to Japan's aid disbumement would not be 

legitimized. Since the inherent conflicts in bureaucratie interests made it aimost 

impossible to reach such a "national consensus", the MOF was actudy taking an 

exceedingly negative approach to the whole aid issue. 

During this period, the DAC continued to press Japan to stop using aid as an 

export promotion device, while Washington began requesting that Japan share the 

Alan Rix. Japan's Economic Aid, p37. 



responsibility, as well as the cost, of its own national defense. A barrage of international 

changes in the Iate 1970s. such as the fa11 of South Vietnam (1975). the Vietnamese 

invasion of Cambodia (1978), the Iranian revolution and hostage crisis (1979) and the 

Yen's appreciation, also provided irnperative reasons for Japan to re-think its aid 

philosophy.26 In response to these new geopoliticd and geoeconomic realities, Japan's 

total aid volume tripled between 1973 and 1979, while its geographical distribution 

widened considerably. hcreasing amounts of aid flowed to countries of strategic 

importance that did not necessarily have large markets or abundant resources, such as 

South ~ietnam." In January 1980, Prime Minister Ohira announced increased aid to 

Pakistan, Turkey, Thailand and Egypt, for they were "areas of strategic importance for 

maintainhg international peace and ~tabi l i ty"~~ Meanwhile, aid to Asia dropped from 

more than 90 per cent of total aid in the late 1960s to only 60 per cent by the end of the 

1970s, whereas Afncan aid rocketed up to a remarkable 17.1 per cent and Middle East aid 

to 12.4 per cent.29 These changes to the regional distribution of aid went far beyond being 

a response to foreign pressure, nor were they merely positive geshues made to mitigate 

economic friction with Japan's trade partnem. Having learned lessons nom the first 

(1973) and second (1979) oil shocks, the Japanese govemment reached a consensus that 

William, Japan and the Third World, p93. 
" ibid., p94. 
Robert Orr. *The Aid Factor in US - Japan Relations,"Asian Suney. Vol. 18, no. 7, July 1988. p747. 
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"the cut-off of oil and food shiffs and the protectionist closure of overseas markets posed 

a p a t e r  threat to Japan than an unlikely rnilitary inva~ion"?~ Economic aid, as a 

nonmilitary countermeasure that appeared to have the greatest potential for preventing 

and managing such threats, should thus receive priority consideration among policy- 

makers. These assumptions served as the foundation of the concept of "Comprehensive 

Security" that had emerged in the late 1970s and was formdly endorsed by Mme 

Minister Suzuki as the basis of Japan's foreign policy in 1980. Comprehensive secunty 

views diplornatic, economic and cultural initiatives to be as important as military means 

in guaranteeing Japan's security. As such, aid emerged as a central pillar of Japanese 

foreign policy in the early 1980s. 

The accentuation of the political-diplornatic function of foreign aid, however, 

didn't eclipse its econornic-commercial dimension, for "national security" itself was 

multi-faceted. While the MOFA strove hard to devise an aid philosophy that highlighted 

two principle rationales for aid: humanitarianism and interdependenceP1 the MITI 

continued to emphasize aid as one of its many tools for enhancing exports capturing 

markets and natural reso~rces.~~ The MOF and EPA remained essentially conservative on 

aid budget. Officials from the MOF argued that Japan's fiscal situation was still severe 

and it was necessary to calculate the future fiscal burden of foreign aid already disbursed 

before new cornmitments were made. 

" Demis Yasutomo. Why Aid?. p494. 
'' MOFA Economic Cooperation Bureau, Economic Cooperation: Presenr Situation and Prospects ------- 
The North-South Problem and Development Assistance, Tokyo, 1978, pp355-360. 
" William, Japan and nit Third World, p94. 



The unyielding stance each ministry took often set off tough policy battles 

between them. For example, when Prime Minister Fukuda promised to double ODA 

within three years in 1977, the four bureaucracies diverged senously over whether the aid 

increase should be valued in dollar or yen and which year should be considered the base 

year for increase. The MOFA and MlTI preferred a yen-denominated ODA increase 

based on calendar 1977 which would provide huge export and investment subsidies to 

Japanese corporations. But the MOF and EPA wanted a dollar valued increase starting 

fiom 1976, arguing that to "double the yen value of Japan's ODA in three years would be 

fiscally impossible".33 They comprornised and the final deal was for denornination to be 

in dollars on a 1977 base. 

Indeed, with the acceptance of aid as a rnulti-dimensional, multi-purpose 

instrument for safeguarding Japan's comprehensive secunty in the early 1980s' the 

ministerial disputes over aid questions becarne even more intense rather than muted. The 

general consensus in the 1960s on the importance of aid in econornic growth was diluted 

as aid began bringhg political benefits to Japan. The MOFA was more empowered than 

anytime before to insist on its own aid philosophy. As a result, many concrete aid issues 

could only be solved through bureaucratic bargaining. 

3 3  Striving for Leadership in Aid Quantity or in Aid Quality? (From 1985 To 

1997) 

The year 1985 is another turning point for Japanese aid poïicy insofar as during 

this year a couple of developments enhanced aid policy's status. Fi t ly,  Japan rose to the 

33 Alan Rix, Japan's Economic Aid. p43. 



world's largest creditor nation in 1985, whereas the United States became the world's 

largest debtor nation. The reversed ranking of Japan and the United States on the world's 

fmancial list seemed to symbolize and echo the popular belief in the decline of Arnerican 

power and the emergence of Japan's new economic and financiai hegemony. In the sarne 

year, Japan also became the second largest donor, thanks in part to the appreciation of the 

yen. These achievements not only spawned confidence in the hearts of Japanese people 

and government officiais, but also spuned amongst the Japanese public demands for aid 

"leadership". In 1989 the net disbursement of Japanese ODA reached nearly $9 billion, 

while that of the United States was less than $8 billion. For the first time in history, Japan 

surpassed the United States and became the No. 1 aid-giving nation in the ~ o r l d . ~ ~  

However, Japan is clearly a leader in aid quantity not in aid quality. Aid's 

effectiveness and relevance are measured by more than just the arnount of aid spent, and 

Japan's standing as a donor is also measured by criteria other than just aid volume. Over 

the past years, the quaiity of Japanese aid has rernained dismally poor despite a number of 

drarnatic quantitative increases. The Japanese government has been under crossf~e from 

both donors and recipients for masking its neo-mercantilist policies with glorious aid 

rhetonc. The DAC Aid Review of Japan in April 1993 pointed out specifically that, in 

view of Japan's established leadership in aid volume, Japan's new objective should be 

achieving cornmensurate leadership in aid quality? But till now Japan's aid quality still 

remains low in several respects. 

34 Marie Soderberg, "'Japanese ODA - What type, for whom and why?," in Marie Soderberg ed., The 
Business of Japanese Foreign Aid* London: Routledge, 1996, pp36-37. 
" DAC, Aid Review of Japm. April1993, p8. 



For example, its ODAfGNP ratio has stood near the bottom of the DAC'S list, 

varying fiorn a low of 0.20 per cent to a high of 0.34 per cent. In 1996, DAC placed Japan 

in 1 9 ~  place among 21 countries in terms of ODNGNP ratio? in cornparison, some 

North European countries contribute much larger share of their GNP to foreign aid, 

although they give less than Japan in terms of absolute aid volumes. For exarnple, the 

ODNGNP ratio of Denmark in 1996 was 1.04 and that of Nonvay was 0.85, both higher 

than that of ~ a ~ a n . ~ '  More recently, Japan has indicated at the United Nations its intention 

to raise its ODA contribution to 0.7 per cent of GNP, but progress toward this target 

remains slow. The low quality of Japan's aid spending is also reflected in the gant share 

and gant element in the total aid package?8 With a grant share of around 43.8 per cent, 

contrasted to the average of 77.1 per cent among DAC rnember States, Japan falls behind 

most of other donor countries in this category. Its grant element, calculated on the basis of 

a two-year average (from 1994 to 1995), ranked last among 21 DAC countr ie~.~~ The 

percentage of untied aid (i.e., aid that is provided without any "strings" requiring the 

recipient to use the aid to buy Japanese products or services.) is another important 

indicator of aid quality. Under grant assistance, Japan's aid is almost fully tied. On the 

other hand, the category of yen loans, almost 80 per cent of Japanese loan commitments 

are untied since 1988 at the exchange of notes stage." This figure seems to contradict the 

' MOFA, Iapan's ODA Annual Report. 1997. p 168. 
" ibid, p170. 

According to the MOFA 1997 Annual Report, the grant share refers to the amount of gant aid compared 
with loan aid. The grant element comprises grant aid plus part of loan that is considered to be a grant. 
Usually. the grant element of a loan on a commercial basis ( 10 per cent interest rate) is O per cent, and as 
the tenns (interest rate, grace period, maturity) are more alleviated, the figure of gram element is higher, 
reaching 100 per cent in the case of a gant. 
a MOFA, Japan's AnnuaZ ODA Repon, pp 170- 171. 

Exchange of Notes: official documnfs stipulahg the content and conditions of the cwperation between 
the Japanese goverment and the recipient governments. 



general impression of the low quality of Japanese aid. However, further studies reveal 

that since the actual process of procurement has not been opened to nonJapanese f m s ,  

the Japanese yen loans are de facto tied at the level of procurement.4' The poor quality of 

Japanese aid program can also been seen fiom the humanitarian perspective. Of the 21 

DAC member States Japan gives less than 19 other countries to the least among less- 

developed countnes that are most in need of aid rnoney." Heavy pnonty is placed by 

Japan on some countries in Asia that have already experienced enormous economic 

growth. 

To improve Japan's aid quality, the focus of debate should reaiiy be on how Japan 

moves on disbursing more concessional aid that consists of gant aid and untied yen 

loans, as well as how aid hnds can be best fitted with the basic humanitarian needs that 

are said io guide lapan's aidWgiving." It is in this area that the four-ministry decision- 

making system imposes the most severe constraints on policy. Each ministry persists in 

its independent view of aid philosophy. unwiiling to move to formulate a basic 

governrnent stand on policy-making. Aid quantity thus continues to increase faster than 

aid quality as the latter requires a much clearer and more comprehensive explanation for 

i ts enhancemen t. 

DifTerent ministries hold distinct attitudes toward improving Japan's aid quality. 

On extending highly concessional aid. the MOF appears most cautious over softening the 

*' Margee Erisign, Doing Good or Doing Weil? New York: Columbia University PM. 1992, p21. In this 
book, Margee conducted a quantitative survey of Japan's loan aid, which suggests that there is Little 
correspondence between the official statistics on untying and the data regardhg the procurement provided 
by qualitative analysis. She then m e r  pointed out that this incongruence is caused by the disjunction 
between policy-making and implementation, particularly for concessionai loans, in Japan. 
" Marie Soderberg, "Japanese ODA - What type for Whom and Why," p42. 
43 Alan Rix, "lapan's Foreign A d  PoLicy A Capacity For Leadership?" Pacific Affairs, Vol, 62, no. 4, 

1990, p465. 



concessionality of aid terms or extending the repayrnent period on loans. It insists that 

highly favorable terms in aid programs should only be granted to countries that actively 

seek to irnprove their own conditions. The MITI continues to be very reluctant to extend 

highly concessional aid and untie aid programs lest it diminish Japanese trading 

opportunities. In order to Iessen the mounting resultant international discontent. it 

proposed a "LDC untied" aid policy in the mid-1980s. which resnicted tenders in bidding 

only to Japanese or LDC applicants." This seemingly favorable policy to the developing 

countries tums out against them in reality. Since the LDC companies are generally less 

cornpetitive than Japanese ones, this practice results in over two-third of all procurements 

ending up in Japanese hand~.~'  During this period, the MfIl launched several aid schemes 

aimed exclusively at promoting Japanese commercial interests as it had before. One of 

them that needs to be mentioned here is called the New Asian Industries Development 

From start to end, there was no perceivable involvement of the MOFA in the 

policy-planning, nor did the MOFA express any support for this plan. This was rather a 

bizarre phenornenon considering that in Japan the Foreign Affairs Ministry is usually 

responsible for making aid-related announcements?' The conspicuous absence of the 

MOFA in such a grand scheme initiated by the MITI is in fact another indication of the 

bureaucratie incompatibility over aid policy. The Foreign A R '  Ministry is the strongest 

supporter of extending more concessional aid among the big four. Most sensitive to 

foreign criticism, the MOFA aspires to "ocnipy an honored place in the international 

44 Rober On, The Emergence of Japun's Foreign Aid Power, p36. 
See also Margee Ensign, Doing Good or Doing Weil? 
MTI, 1986 ODA White P aper, Tokyo. see pl46 for a discussion of this plan. 

47 Roberi Orr, The Emergence of Japan's Foreign Aid Power, p38. 



society" by means of loosening up policy conditionalities on aid." In order to strengthen 

its stand on this issue, the MOFA published a report in 1985 to address the problems in 

Japan's aid system. In this report, the Foreign Affairs Ministry advocated that the use of 

NGOs be expanded in the administrative process. Since Japan's NGOs are mostly non- 

commercial organizations that stand f m l y  for protection of human rights or the global 

envuonment, their participation will surely reinforce the MOFA's carnpaign for softening 

the concessionality of Japan's aid terms. 

Regarding the humanitarian needs of the developing countries, the divergence 

between various ministries is even wider. Both the MOFA and MOF oppose aid for 

countries that already enjoy rather high econornic growth rates, as well as GNP per capita, 

but two it oppose for different reasons. The MOFA is thought to be the only ministry in 

support of extending "real aid" in Japan. Its preference for diversimg Japan's aid away 

from Asia has contributed to important changes to aid's distribution pattern. In 1996, 

Africa became the second largest recipient of Japan's bilateral ODA, Latin America the 

third." Unlike the aid flowing to Asia, the aid to these two areas is generally unrelated to 

Japan's commercial interests. Funded exclusively by the Economic Cooperation Bureau 

of the MOFA, these aid programs, in the form of either capital gants or low-interest 

loans, are intended to finance measures against poilution and environmental deterioration, 

as well as to irnprove the living conditions in these regi0ns.5~ Therefore, the MOFA gives 

out the majority of Japan's humanitarian aid. The Fiance Ministry also consistently 

opposes aid for newly industrialized econornies, but it does not iike the way the MOFA 

-- - - - - - - - -- 

a MOFA, f apm's ODA Annuol R e m  1997, p 1. 
* Ibid. p135. Chart 38: Trends in Japau's Bilaterai ODA @y rcgion). 
50 Margee Ensign, Doing Good or Doing Well, pp64-67. 



handles aid policy either. It often criticizes the Foreign Affairs Ministry for not being 

stringent enough with recipients and simply accepting inflated aid requests." As a matter 

of fact, the MOF's cal1 for screening potential applicants for aid arises primarily out of 

fuianciai reasons rather than humanithan considerations. It stands against any aid 

prograrns deemed unnecessary by itself, no rnatter whether it is directed at couneies with 

high economic growth rate or those with lower rate. 

The MITI may be the most insensitive to the needs of the developing countries 

arnong the four. It has opposed assistance to labor-intensive industries in these countries 

for fear it would hua lapan's own struggling industry. It has also opposed increasing aid 

to Afnca since much of that assistance is designated for disaster relief or emergency food 

aid that can not bring about any pay-off to lapan's foreign trade. In contrast, the MITI has 

always been an eager supporter of aid to the Middle East, and even to cornmunist China, 

long before the MOFA, because these countries have an abundance of nanirai resources 

or a market of unpredictable potential. According to the m ' s  philosophy, the pnority 

of foreign aid is on promoting Japanese commerce rather than assisting the development 

of the LDCs at the cost of Japan's own economy. 

The confîicts between the MOFA and MJTI are unavoidable, but a comrnunity of 

interests between two also exists. For example. both ministries agree to raise the ODA's 

funding ceiling and have ftequently allied with each other to press this position with the 

MOF? The EPA, though it appears arnbiguous on major issues in aid policy, tends to 

stand by the side of the MOF when such policy banles are fought. 

'' Robert Orr, The Emcrgence of Japan's Foreign Aid Power, p32. 
" ibid.. p39. 



As a result of constant bureaucratic confrontations, Japan's five aid-doubling 

plans are aU quantity-based. The Fifth Medium-Tenu Aid target for 1993-1997 is now set 

at US $75 billion. However, targets for quality enhancement during the sarne period in 

the specific policy areas are absent?.' There are talks of "expanding" grant aid, technical 

cooperation, multilateral aid, and the percentage of untied loans, but without being too 

specific. Therefore, the question of what kind of leadership to strive for in foreign aid will 

probably continue to obsess Japanese governrnent for years. 

The distillation of official attitudes toward aid policy over three distinct periods 

demonstrates clearly the administrative logjams that often anse where policy 

responsibility is difise and political will inconsistent. The outputs of policy-making, 

however, are related not only to aid ideas and attitudes, but aiso to the structure and 

process of decision-making. Influential bureaucratic actors with competing interests 

interact through different action channels, making the outcornes of aid policy even more 

complicated. The following Chapter will deal with this subject in detail. 

" EPA, Japan's ODA 1996, p26. 



Chapter IV Policy Process and Ministries 

Compared with the shifting trends in aid terms, volumes, distributions and 

composition, the structure of aid system and In decision-making process are far more 

permanent features of foreign aid, which have impact on both the shape and content of 

aid policy. In Japan, the "big four", the MOF, MOFA, Mm and EPA, control the 

decision mechanism. and their interplay is channeled through a policy process goveming 

four major categories of foreign aid, namely capital gants, technical cooperation. yen 

loans and multilateral aid. Among the four ministries, the administrative responsibility is 

clearly divided according to the pnnciple of "equal partnership". Each ministry has 

junsdiction over a part of Japan's aid prograrn, but none of them is able to dorninate it as 

a whole. This cornpetitive, veaical structure of aid administration aliows only a lirnited 

sense of horizontai communication among the scattered parts of the system. The rivalries 

between rninistries thus become a primary motive force in the development of aid policy. 

This problem is built into Japan's aid system through a poiicy-making process, 

hcluding the budget ailocation. which draws in ail the four competing ministries 

struggling for compromises and consensus. Since each type of aid involves different 

ministries, its policy process differs more or less from that of the others. This chapter wili 

delineate the decision process for each of them in order to reveal how ministries and 

agencies interact to affect the outputs of Japan's aid policy. 



4.1 Bilaterai Capitai Grants 

Grant aid is the provision of funds without obliging the recipients to repay them. It 

is p~c ipa l ly  extended to countries with relatively Iow per capita incornes.' Surveys will 

be conducted on a recipient's social and economic development situation, its 

development objectives and its bilateral relationship with the Japanese government before 

the decision for grant assistance is made. Capital gants are generaily used for areas of 

low profitability, such as medical and health care, housing, water supply, education, 

environmental protection, as well as agriculture and human resource development . S ince 

the late 1970s, they have also been extended for debt relief and structural adjustment 

support in Third World Countries. As such, they are ofken eagerly sought by recipient 

govemments and competition arnong them is intense. 

Capital gants were fîrst made by Japan in 1969 to finance industrial infrastructure 

projects in Southeast Asia. Later their focus was shifted to social infrastructure building 

only. Over the past 30 years, the weight of grant assistance in Japan's ODA budget has 

been on the rise. In 1997 nearly 15 per cent of the ODA budget was allocated to capital 

grants in contrast to 6.2 per cent in 1977.~ 

Grant assistance has been handed jointly by the MOFA and MOF since its 

inception. Although the MOFA is given greater Say on formulating grant policy, the MOF 

always provides an important check on the MOFA through assessing requests it submits 

for gant funds? Like the other three categones of ODA, grant assistance is initiated by a 

1 In fiscal year 1997, countries whose per capita GNP in 1995 was $1,465 or Iess are considered eiigi'ble for 
gant ai&. The cut-off point for eligi'bility for p t  aids for cuihual activities, however, is a pcr capita GNP 
of $5,295 according to WorId Bank statistics. 

MOFA, Japon's ODA Annupl Report, 1997, p 13 1, Chan 33: ODA Operating Budget. 
David M. Potter, Japan's Foreign Aid fo haikànâ and the Philippines. p l  1. 



request fiom the recipient countries? M e r  the study on the content of the request is 

completed, the request together with the study report are forwarded to the Foreign Affairs 

Ministry for appraisal. The MOFA usually reviews a request in the light of the rationales 

underlying its grant aid policy. It must make sure that the aid is extended to the poorest 

countries for social development projects and that it also fits with the interests of the 

Japanese governrnent. Since there is no multi-ministry system controlling the policy- 

making on gant aids as there is on loans or technical cooperation, the decision on 

whether the request should be acceded to or not is fairly easy to make within the MOFA, 

in particular by the Second Econornic Cooperation Division of the Econornic Cooperation 

Bureau. 

Once the decision about the feasibility of a grant request is made by the MOFA, 

the request will be passed dong to the MOF Budget Bureau for an allocation in the 

following year's gram budget. Since the number of grants made each year is relatively 

small, the Budget Bureau has ample opportunity to scrutinize each of them and determine 

the need for disbursement? This works rather to the disadvantage of the MOFA as the 

criteria employed by the Foreign Affiîirs Ministry in judging the appropriateness of grant 

requests may not necessarily conform to those of the Fiance Ministry, nor are they 

suEciently precise to prevent the MOF fkom questionhg the ambiguity or inconsistency 

4 Iapan is the only counay o f f e ~ g  aid on a request-only basis. T '  request stage indudes eight steps: step 
one: project identincation; step two: request; step three: decision on study imp1ementation; step four: 
implementation of preliminary study; step five: selection of consultant; step six: implementation of field 
study; step sevea. analysis and saidy in Japan; and the last step: pnsentation of f ia l  quest .  This process is 
often accomplished with assistance fiom the MOFA's foreign embassies, regionai bureau, and the fapanese 
intemtional Cooperation Agency. For details about each step involved, please see Margee, Doing Good or 
Doing Weil?, pp37-42. 

According to the MOFA's ODA Annual Report in 1991. Japan h c e d  oniy 92 projecn under the 
scheme of gant assistance in 1991. PIease see page 70 for more. 



in the MOFA's judgment. As a result, in actuai practice, a request accepted by the MOFA 

may end up being squelched by the MOF in the budgeting process . 

Since the cornmitment of gant assistance depends on the budget appropriation, 

the MOFA is fuUy aware of the importance of having understandings with the MOF at an 

early stage, best before an official budget application is made. Considering the skeptical 

attitude of the MOF toward extending such "econornically unsound" aid as capital grants, 

the MOFA has to be extremely cautious not to overestimate its ability to spend the grant 

budget in any one year. This concem is caused by the fact that grant funds are not usuaily 

spent in the same fiscal year in which they are allocated as most grant projects are slow- 

paced, and take more than one year to c ~ r n ~ l e t e . ~  Although the undisbursed funds cm be 

carried over to next year's gant budget, they are still regarded by the MOF as a waste, for 

these hnds could otherwise have been allocated by the Fiance Ministry for more 

financially rewarding items in the cunent year's budget. Moreover, the provisions for the 

carry-over of grant hnds may also affect the budgeting in the next year because the MOF 

usuaily releases the Draft Budget compiling allocations for each ministry about mid- 

December, while the total sum of carry-over can only be caiculated early in the foilowing 

year.7 In this case, the MOF wiil have to take on additional adjusting work, which it does 

not like very much. Therefore, the MOF is in principle opposed to any large increase in 

capital grants fiom the budget. The stringent attitude of the MOF has imposed consaaints 

on the MOFA. When making the appraisal of a request, the MOFA has to consider very 

6 Alan Rix, Japan's Economic Aid, p 125. 
' John Creighmn CampbeU, "lapanese Budget Baransu," in Ezra F. Vogel ed, Modem Japanese 
Organiiotion and Decision-dng, Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1975, pp74-75. "Baransu" 
is a Japanese translation of the Engüsh word "Balance". 



carefully the "maturity" of the projects requested by the developing countries. The 

projects that are unWrely to be completed within one year are often turned d o m  by the 

Foreign Affairs Ministry even if they are directed to social infrastructure development in 

the low-per-capita-incarne countries. The result of this compromise between the MOF 

and MOFA is that, contrary to the DAC principles, Japan's grant assistance is also given 

to middle-income countries. such as South Korea and Singapore, on the basis of 

demonstrated needs, the duration of the project, and friendly relations with ~ a ~ a n ?  

After the budget for gant requests is approved by the Finance Ministry, the taiks 

with recipient governrnents on the content and conditions of cooperation must be 

conducted strictly within this budget framework. Any alteration to the budget for 

individual projects is forbidden unless approved by the MOF again. The requirement to 

be tied by a rigidly-set budget M t  removes ail flexibility that the MOFA may enjoy in 

negotiating and making cornmitments with representatives from the recipient countries. 

As a result, the fmai stage in the policy-making process for a capital gant is usually the 

most time-consurnhg one and proceeds rather slowly. 

The percentage of gant assistance is considered to be the most convincing 

evidence of a donor's aid quality. The disagreement between the MOFA and MOF? 

however, has pinned Japan's gant budget down at a very low level. The small budget in 

turn leads to the invisibility of grant aid as a subject of debate at higher policy level in the 

Ministeriai Committee or the Cabinet Special Committee. The Advisory Council did 

David Potter, Japan's Foreign Aid to Thnihnd Md the Philippines, p5. An example in contrast cm be 
found in Margee Ensign, Doing Good or Doing Well, pp64-66. It is reporteci that MOFA officials once 
refuted a request fiom a small Afncan country for supportiog a project of electron microscope because this 
project takes too long to complete. 



recommend the expansion of grants, but could not enforce its proposal. Therefore, even in 

the realm of capital gants in which the MOFA seemhgly has policy preeminence, 

bureaumatic politics is still present.9 

4.2 Technicai Cooperation 

Technical Cooperation is aid whose aim is to develop the human resources that 

Iay the foundation of national construction. It is designed by the Japanese govemment to 

widely spread the advanced technology and knowledge of Japan to people who are 

expected to play a leading role in their respective fields in the recipient countries. 

Countries ineiigible for either gant aids or yen loans may be considered for this type of 

assistance.1° Technical cooperation extends over the widest range of fields in Japan, from 

dispatch of Japanese advisers and specialists, intake of developing country trainees, high- 

level cooperation in tramferring computer technology to the movement of equipment and 

the provision of health care. 

For many years the DAC criticized Japan for its lagging performance in technical 

cooperation, but the situation certainly has changed since the early 1980s. Japan now 

gives more technical assistance in dollar terms than cilmost ail the other DAC donors. In 

1997, technical cooperation constituted about 17 per cent of Japan's ODA 

disbursement." Despite the fact that the Japanese aid bureaucracy regards technical 

cooperation as an asset, several factors have hampered efforts to implement it more 

Robert Om. Tk Emergence of Japan's Foreign AUI Power, p30. 
'O Countries having relatively high incom Ievels are not be considered for gant assistance. while counaies 
heavily indebted are not eligiile for yen loans. 
I I  MOFA, Japan's ODA Annual Report, 1997, p157, 



efficiently. Language, the inflated cost of experts and the short-term nature of technicd 

aid projects are certainly barriers, but the intractable problems in policy-making pose 

more a serious hindrance to improving the quality of technical cooperation. 

The administrative arrangements for the development of technical aid policy are 

extremely complex, involving a dozen rninistries and agencies. Among them, the MOF, 

MOFA and MlTI. with the assistance of their specialized technical aid bureaus or 

divisions, constitute the core of decision-making. Other bureaucraties, though they have a 

certain amount of input into the system, play in general a subordinate role as they are 

denied access to the technical aid budget. In addition to this complex decision structure, 

the request and approval procedures for technical cooperation are also diverse. Each of 

the eight categories in technical aid follows its own set of rules, and no permanent 

grouping of ministries is available to overview al l  of them.12 As mch, the smooth mnning 

of the whole decision-making system depends on effective coordination arnong the 

various sections of the technical aid administration. However, it is in this area that the 

current policy structure appears most inadequate. 

The technical assistance process (for ail types) supposedly begins with a request 

fiom the prospective recipient government to the MOFA through the local Japanese 

diplornatic mission. Afler the request reaches the MOFA, relevant ministries or agencies 

will be convened to make a decision on whether to go ahead with the request. It is at this 

lZ Accordiug to the MOFA's ODA report, the eight types of tecmcai cooperation are: (1) programs for 
accepting aainees; (2) Youth invitation Programs (Friendship program for the 2lS century); (3) expert 
dispaîch pro- (4) independent equipment suppfy project; (5) Japan Overseas Cooperation Volunteers 
(JOCV); (6) pmject-type technical cooperation; (7) deveIopmcnt studies; (8) dcveIopment cooperation 
projects. Because each type of technical aid involves diffexnt gtoupings of rninistries, the poiicy-making 
process for euh of them is thus Werent. For a more detailed introduction to the content of each category 
in the technical aid, please see the ODA Annuot Report, 1997, pp177-179. 



point that the bureaucratic contention starts. Usually, the MOFA is the fint to review the 

aid request and then, in accordance with the content of the request, detennines which 

ministries will be consulted during the decision process. Meanwhile. it is also responsible 

for collecting request-related materials through its connections with those developing- 

country governments. Its control over information works, in theory, to the advantage of 

the MOFA in that it gives the Foreign A f f h  Ministry a chance to scan d l  the documents 

on a request before deciding what information will be passed on to the other ministries. 

The information that rnight induce unnecessary interference, especially from the m. 

wiIl be simply reserved to the MOFA itself. However, in reality, such a monopoly of 

information by the MOFA is ofien circumvented by the effective flow of information 

outside the MOFA's official channels. The informal communication networks operating 

through ministry representatives in overseas embassies are afso capable of providing 

information that other aid bureaucraties need. Just as one hdïïI official once put it, " we 

would fmd out in any case. so there is no point in the MOFA refusing a request without 

checking with us."I3 

After ministries and agencies to be consulted are convened, policy discussion 

among them will begin. During this process, the Muence of the MOFA is confined to 

broad policy and politicid issues, for it lacks both the specialist manpower and the 

technological expertise necessary for scrutiniuig projects in the field of technicd aid. 

Mining, energy and industry projects f d  under the EiLlTI jurisdiction, whereas 

agriculture, forestry and fishery projects have to count on the Ministry of Agriculture, 

Forestry and Fisheries (MFAA) for advice. Other technicaily-oriented ministries, such as 

Alan Rix. Japan's Economic Aid, p136. 



the Ministry of Construction, Transportation, Health, Post and Telecornmunication, also 

share the responsibility for specialized tasks with the MOFA, providing much of the 

expertise and facilities for making and implementing technical cooperation policy. As 

such, the inter-ministenal consultation regarding the "feasibility" and "appropriateness" 

of aid projects constitutes the buik of policy development in the technical assistance area. 

Since participating bureaucraties tend to employ different measures in evaluation, there is 

an active balancing of interests between them. But this "check and balance" process does 

not accord equal amount of power to each and every one of them. The MOFA and hllm 

stand aloof among al1 the ministries, exercising formal influence on technical aid policy, 

while the others only have, if any, informai influence. This difference in bureaucratie 

standing can be accounted for by several factors. 

Both the MOFA and MlTI are strong in decision-making capacity as they possess 

separate divisions specializing in technical cooperation. The Economic Cooperation 

Bureau of the MOFA boasts three technical aid divisions which handle the MOFA's 

dominant role in this area. The MlTI Technical Cooperation Division deals with both the 

personal and project aspects of technical aid. In contrast, other ministries only have 

specialized desks and are relatively shorî in aid staff. 

Budget allocation is mother crucial source of power for the MOFA and MITI 

because only these hvo ministries are allowed to submit budget requests for technical 

coopemtion. In formal terms. Japan's technical aid budgets are designed mainly to meet 

the needs of the Japan International Cooperation Agency (IICA), the sole executor of 



governrnent-based technical aid to the developing ~ountries.'~ Although article 42 

of the JiCA law stipulates that the MOFA, MlTI and MAFF hold meetings between them 

to consult on the agency's annual budget. in practice, the responsibility is solely 

distributed between the MOFA and MllT. They operate independently in preparing their 

own part of the JICA budget request, neither being able to force the other one to support a 

proposa1 it deems impracticable or undesirable. The MlTI bas ultimate power over 

requesting the rnining, energy and industry portion of the JICA budget. It also makes its 

own set of policies for this part of technical aid. There are talks between the MlTI and the 

other two ministries on the level of aid requests, but they rarely involve the exchange of 

details because the MlTI officiais believe that they possess the necessary expertise and 

knowledge to handle the business alone. Similady, the MOFA enjoys the final Say on 

requesting the rest of the IICA budget, which covers such special tasks as agricultural 

cooperation. Unlike the MITï, however, the MOFA has to rely on specialists' opinions 

provided by the MAFF when drafting its own budget request. The MAFF cm thus assert 

some influence over policy development, but its influence is far fkom forcing adjustments 

on the MOFA as it is the Foreign Affairs Ministry that makes the final decision on the 

l4 W'iam Brooks and Robert ûrr, "lapan's Foreign Economic Assistance". p338. The Iapan International 
Cooperation Agency (IICA) was created in 1974. Like OECF, it is an implementing agency boni out of a 
considerable political and bureaucratie competition. En the carly 1970s. several ministtics, including the 
MAFF and MI'ïï. expressed the need to mate a new aid agency so as to cope with Japan's expmding aid 
programs. The EPA, however. opposed lhis proposal for fear that the new agency wouid compete with the 
OECF. After serious discussion, the JICA was agreed upon as a compromise masure. The IICA is 
technicaliy a non-govenunental entity, but it is under the direct supervision of the Foreign Affairs Minisay. 
It functions as the dispatcher and administrator for the Japanese peace coqs and the recruiter and trainer of 
technical experts. One of the mon snous problems facing the K A  now is the composition of its staff, Of 
the eighteen departments in the agency, IICA career staff controls only seven of them. Six other ministries 
main control of the other eleven. As such. much of the JICA's organization appears to be controued by 
outsiders. The internai competition among the department heads has heated up in almost direct proportion 
to the increase in aid fun&. Thus, the JïCA's d d y  operation echoes the problem in the entire decision- 
making system for Japan's foreign aid. 



amount requested. More importantly, once the JICA budget request is ready, it will be 

divided and incorporated as part of the MKI and MOFA's own budget applications for 

technical cooperation. Therefore, among al1 the participating bureaucracies, the MOFA 

and MITI play a central role in making the decision on the acceptability of a request. 

Once inter-ministerial differences are solved and the request is approved, the next 

step is budgeting. In contrast to the capital grants budget, the technical aid budget is 

appraised by the MOF once in a fiscal year rather than decided for each project 

individuaily, but in either case, the Fiance Ministry maintains the ultimate budgetary 

authority. If the MOF cuts d o m  on the JICA funds, the MOFA, MITI and other relevant 

ministries will have to re-examine each request and single out the rnost appropriate 

projects for implementation. Nevertheless, appraisal of the yearly budget by the MOF 

gives more freedom to the MOFA and Mï'i'I. It leaves considerable Bexibility with them 

in making the regional and sectoral distribution of Japanese technical assistance, though 

such flexibility hinges a great deal on the MOF's approval of the JICA budget. 

In the decision process for technical cooperation, the annual budget allocation is 

surely a strong constraint, just as it is on the capital grants. However, weak coordination. 

especially between the MOFA and MITI, prolongs the bueaucratic struggle, reducing the 

efficacy of cooperation projects. No forward planning is thus evident, or possible, in 

Japan's technical aid policy-making. 

4 3  Bilateral Yen bans 

Yen loans are the core of Japan's foreign aid programs, and have dorninated the 

official thinking about aid since the tirst time Japan became a donor. Yen loans lend 



funds for development at Iower-than-commercial rates for long periods. The recipient 

countries for this type of assistance Vary in their development levels, ranging from the 

Least among Less Developed Countries (LLDCs) to Upper-middle Income Countries. 

The interest rates and terms of loans are decided by a country's economic conditions and 

credit worthiness, as weli as its ability to repay the funds. Japan's yen loans are almost 

exclusively dedicated to economic infiastructure projects. Sectors like energy, 

transportation, and public utilities are usually the focus of such assistance. l5 

Yen loans have been long favored by both the Japanese government and business 

circles. Projects Fianced by loans are very much lucrative business ventures for the 

companies involved, and often sought actively by Japanese private enterprises. For the 

Japanese govemment loan aid is even more essential. It is a link in the broad reach of 

Japan's foreign and economic relations with the developing countries. Yen loans are also 

regarded by many government officials and obsewers as the most economically sound aid 

because they "encourage more fiscal discipline on the part of the re~i~ients". '~ Although 

such a claim is empincdly difficult to prove, the fact is yen loans have always taken up 

the largest share in Japan's ODA budget since 1950s. In fiscal year 1996, the total 

cornmitment of yen loans almost equaled the total sum of the other three kinds of ODA, 

recording a remarkable 17 per cent inmase over the previous year. l7 

As the more prevalent form of Japanese ODA, ail yen loans are decided by a four- 

rninistry cornmittee composed of the MOF, MOFA, MIT2 and EPA. W e  the EPA 

lS MOFA, Jupm's ODA Annuol Report, 1997, p 16 1. 
I6 Robert On, me Emetgence of Japon's Foreign Aid Power. p30. 
l7 MOFA, Japan's ODA Annual Report, 1997, p 16 1. 



exercises no visible influence on ODA policy under the other categories, loan aid remains 

the 1st area in which the EPA can wield some clout. Representing the interests of the 

Japanese private sector, the MlTI is also stnving to expand its sphere of influence in yen 

loans where the profits it seeks are enormous. Other ministries are needed occasionally 

for their specialized knowledge in the development of loan policy, but they are usually 

placed on the project assessrnent team, conducting informal lobbying of sympathetic 

committee officiais. The access they have to decision-making is thus more restricted in 

loan aid than in the field of technical cooperation. The exclusiveness of this four-rninistry 

committee on loan policy is meant to make inter-ministerial debates more manageable 

and less drawn out, for the problems at stake are more far-reaching and the sums 

disbursed are much larger. However, without an effective coordinating mechanism and 

specific guidelines. the four rninistry system can be nothing but another central battlefield 

where each bureaucracy has its own interests to guard and objectives to pursue. 

Like grant assistance and technical cooperation, yen loans also follow the standard 

pattern of policy-making. Govemment-to-govemrnent requests for aid are the f i s t  stage 

of the bureaucratie round. Requests are then forwarded to the MOFA in Tokyo through 

Japanese missions in the potential recipient countries. The MOFA gives initial thought to 

the request, and has the authority to decide whether to accept, but refusais are based on 

clear-cut conditions relating to the general acceptability of loan projects. The other t h e  

ministries seldom feel it necessary to interfere with these decisions. For example, the 

MOFA decides that proposais involving military activities are generaüy unacceptable. 

Since these are fundamental critena in judging the acceptability of a loan request, and 

they have been c m e d  in Stone for decades, no aid bureaucracy would attempt to 



challenge them in the face of the MOFA. At this stage. informal contacts between four 

ministries are initiated. They are not intended to seek cornmon ground, but to notQ the 

MOFA of other ministries' positions and concems on the proposal in question so that the 

Foreign Affairs Ministry wili not make rash decisions on the general "acceptability" of 

loan requests. 

Once a request passes the examination of the MOFA, it will proceeds to the 

fomai interministry cornmittee meetings at which details of the loan projects selected 

from the backlog of aid requests will be debated. These meetings cm be held at several 

different political levels depending on the content of the request and the practical 

necessity. But no matter what level a meeting is at, it must be convened and chaired by 

the MOFA's Economic Cooperation Bureau. The four-rninistry conference is held 

initially at the deputy division director level, and if necessary, at division director level. 

Most loan requests can be decided after meetings at these two levels are held. Oniy in a 

few cases meetings at the bureau director level are demanded.I8 Afier the meeting begins, 

the MOFA representatives are required to present their position paper on the proposal 

fmt, which outlines the project details, including the background of the request, the 

suggested amount, terrns, and conditions of the loans, as weii as the MOFA's policy on 

this proposal. Since this paper bas already been circulated among the other three 

ministries before hand, each cf the three has ample tirne to prepare their own case and put 

forth their particular view point at the meeting. AU bureaucracies are tîited to weight the 

l8 For example. projects that require a large amount of fun& or would make outstanding conmiutions U, a 
nation's sociai or economic deveIopment. Projects that are carried out to help countries with which Japan 
has a special or sensitive relationship will also be forwarded to the meetings at bureau direction level, Such 
countries include: ïndonesia, South Korea and some Middle East nations. 



request in tune with their own priorities, and their bargainhg efforts usually center on the 

following three aspects: the suitability of the requesting country as a recipient; 

appropriateness of the particular project; and the project details. Because the EPA and 

MOF are involved in the preparation of loan budgets, they tend to study more carefully 

the financial conditions of the projects, such as quantity, ternis, and repayrnent period. 

They are also extremely sensitive to inflated requests as it has been recorded that Japan's 

yen loan comrnitments are generally much larger than the sum actually disbursed.lg That 

means quite a large portion of Japanese loans is held up in projects that, in fact, can not 

absorb the funds allocated to them. As a result, the expected repayrnent has to be cut 

d o m  or delayed. The EPA also shows great concem about the prospects for the project's 

being properly completed because the Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (OECF), the 

implementing agency of Japan's loan prograrns, operates under its supervision. 

The contention between the MOFA and MlTi usually evolves around the selection 

of proper recipients. The MOFA places more emphasis on a country's regional influence 

and the extent of its diplornatic and emigration ties with the Japanese govemment, 

whereas the MlTï looks more at the recipient's present aade relations with Japan and its 

importance as a source of raw materials and as a market. The divergence between them in 

measuring the qualification of loan recipients is even more salient when the projects 

under consideration are related to social infrastructure development, or involve countries 

whose political relations with Japan are delicate. For example, after the Tiananmen 

incident in 1989, Iapan fioze its aid, including new loans, to the Chinese govemment as a 

response to the Western allies' c d  for economic sanctions. This action was surely 

'' Marie Soderberg. "Japanese ODA - Whac type. for whom and why?". p44. 



supported by the MOFA who believed that the Japanese govemment should make a clear 

gesture demonstrating its pro-democracy stance in the eyes of the international 

community. in contrast, under the mounting pressure from the business circle for 

resurning Japan's lending to China, the MITi officials insisted at the four-ministry 

conference that "to isolate China will not be good for Japan, as well as for the world 

peace and ~tabilit~."~' This dispute proved to be a hard one and neither side was wilhg  

to compromise. The Nming point fmally came in July 1989 at the Pan's Summit of seven 

major westem induseialized countries. Japan's Rime Minister Toshiki Kaifb openly 

reminded its westem Pamiers that it was not in thek interest to impose continuhg heavy 

sanctions on   hi na.^' Foilowing the lead of the Japanese Prime Minister, the MiTI 

representatives once again proposed to Lift the heeeze on ongoing loans to China at the 

inter-ministerial meeting. The MOFA conceded this time, and in December 1989 a new 

loan aid of $35 million for improving facilities at a Beijing television broadcasting station 

and a Shanghai hospital was r e l ea~ed .~~  Sirnilar disputes may also occur between the 

MOF and MOFA, or between the MOF and MITI so long as no one policy position can 

predominate among the ''big four". If the interministerial disputes can not be solved at 

lower levels, they wili be simply "kicked upstairs" until the Prime Minister is involved. 

Therefore, Japan's loan policy is very much the sum of project-to-project decisions rather 

than being denved from a rational decision-making entity. 

Zhao Quansheng, "Japan's Aid Diplomacy with China", in Bruce M. Koppel and Robert M. On; Jr.. eds.. 
Japan's Foreign Aid: Power and Poliey in a N n v  Eru, Bouicier: westview &ss. 1993. p 173. 
'' Ibid, 
22 Ibid, 



h yen loans, as in capital grants, the MOF controls the uitimate power of the 

purse. However, the biggest difference between loan aid and technical cooperation is that 

the MOFA and MlTi are excluded fiom the budgetary allocation although they are the 

key members of the four-ministry cornmittee. The funds for loan projects are placed 

under the MOF aid budget and can only be withdrawn by the OECF through the EPA. 

This simplified budgeting process is another way designed to aileviate bureaucratie 

contentions, but as long as the decision-making responsibility rests with a factious 

cornmittee, the entire policy process is bound to be swayed by competing interests. 

4.4 Multilateral Aid 

Since the early 1960s, Japan has gradualiy expanded its aid to multilateral 

institutions. It has been a quite loyal supporter of multilaterai aid and maintained a record 

of contribution to various international or regional organizations somewhat better than the 

DAC average. In 1997 this category of aid constituted almost 17 per cent of total ODA 

budget. With its impressive contribution, Japan has become the principal shareholder 

with correspondhg voting rights in several international financial institutions, such as the 

World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and the International Development 

~ssocia t ion .~  

In ternis of aid rnethods, multilateral assistance can be extended through sending 

experts to international organizations, paying a share of costs, making contributions or 

making investments. It can also be divided into two main flows of fimds in accordance 

with the type of recipients. One is the grants fkom the MOFA (and fiom other ministries 

-- 

a David Potter, Japon's Foreign Aid to Thaiiand a d  Philippines, p6. 



as well) to the United Nations and its related specialized organizations; and the other is 

loans or grants from the MOF to international financial institutions. These two distinct 

aid Bows are managed separately by the MOFA and MOF, between whom no sustained 

interchange of information or project details is observed. 

Compared with the other three types of aid, multilaterd assistance is valued by 

officiais from different ministries, and bureaucratic attitudes toward its positive role are 

less divergent. On one hand, it can "buy" for Japan a position in the UN-based 

international politicai system and the GATT-based international economic system; on the 

other, it enjoys the advmtage of political neutrality and efficient use by aid specialists. As 

the MOFA stated in its annual report, "aid channeled via international organizations is 

implemented through the global networks of the organizations and thus takes advantage 

of the expertise and experience of different contributors and enables aid coordination's 

spanning multiple countries and regions; thus multilateral aid has certain advantages with 

respect to bilateral aid".24 The shared understanding between the MOF and MOFA 

certainly reduces the chance of friction in the decision process, whereas the international 

agreements that make extending multilaterd assistance an obligation on the Japanese 

governent m e r  consolidate this understanding. Thus, the guidelines for multilateral 

aid policy are set by the broad compass of Japan's role in international institutions rather 

than by its domestic political economy. However, translating these guidelines into 

concrete aid policies still involves a number of competing ministries. The MOFA and 

MOF do have different opinions about certain aspects of Japan's multilateral aid, and 

MOFA, Japan's ODA Annual Report, 1997. p 163. 



these differences may stir up inter-ministenal fights when the annual budget for 

multilateral aid is negotiated between these two bureaucraties. 

Since how large the funding for aid disbursement is directly affects the terms and 

size of multilateral assistance, the budgeting process is in fact an extension of the 

bureaucratie competition in policy-making. As stated before, the MOF and MOFA are 

responsible for two separate flows. The MOFA draws up its own budget request for 

multilateral aid directed toward the United Nations, and then subrnits it for the MOF's 

approval. The MOF's request is usuaily incorporated into the ministry's total annual 

budget. Due to the defensive, domestic orientation of the Fiance Ministry, it is less 

inclined to speak highly about fuiancing such international organizations as the United 

Nations. or DAC, because they are rather too "political" for the MOF. Aids to these 

institutions are thought to be slow in bringing about the expected results for Japan. For 

instance, despite considerable contributions to the UN and DAC, Japan's influence within 

the two organizations has remained marginal over the years. Its identity as a major donor 

is lost. However, in the MOF's thinking, such problems are less likely to occur to the 

multilateral aid flowing to international financial institutions, such as the World Bank, or 

Asian Development Bank. These specialist lending agencies can maximize the efficiency 

in ailocating Japanese aid, and the desired effects are also more visible. As a matter of 

fact, the MOF has developed a very close liaison with the AD%, and the ADB is always 

the most favored recipient of MOF's aid. For the MOF officials, the leadership role in the 

ADB means not only the economic rewards, but also the anainment of international 



prestige. The benefits are direct and far-reachingoS These financial institutions are thus 

regmied by the MOF as the strongest and most appropriate channels for Japan's 

multilateral aid. 

The parochial view of the Fiance Ministry does have direct policy impact on aid 

to the United Nations and its related political organizations. One result is that the 

MOFA's multilateral grants are often based on one-year disbursement, whereas granis to 

the international financial institutions are always on multi-year basis. Although the 

MOFA does not see eye-to-eye with the MOF, it is rather weak in challenging the 

budgetary authority of the Fiance Ministry. 

Aid policy-making is, as described above, compücated. Each procedure draws in 

different groupings of ministries or agencies, and has its own schedule and momentum, 

which, consequently, leads the grants, loans, technical cooperation and multilateral 

assistance to rather difierent directions. There are broad poiicy guidelines in each 

category of aids, but there is no central agency that would ensure the proper 

implementation of such guidelines in day-today aid administration. Thus, Japan's aid 

policy process works, in reaiity, against the development of consistent and mutually 

reinforcing policy. 

- -- 

William Nester. Japan's Growhg Predominanee Over East Asia a d  the World Econony, pf53. Please 
see also Demis T. Yasutomo, "Japan and the Asian Development Bank: Multtilateral Aid Policy in 
Transition", in Bruce Koppel and Robert Orr eds., Japan's Foreign Aid. pp276-289. 



Chapter V Conclusion 

The principle message of this thesis is that bureaucratic poiitics dorninates Japan's 

foreign aid policy-making. The Japanese government does not act as a monoiithic entity, 

pondering aid policy in accordance with an ordered set of national priorities. Instead 

diverse bureaumacies, each with their own specific interests to defend and own goals to 

accomplish, compete to affect policy outputs. The perceptions held by these actors, as 

well as the positions taken by them accordingly, derive largely fiom their ministerial 

constituencies. Therefore, it is not surprishg that bureaucratic dominance and inter- 

rninisterial cleavage become two major aspects of the Japanese aid policy-making. 

The difficulty in mobilizing coordination at various political levels, as exposed in 

this thesis, has hrther aggravated the bureaucratic impact on Japan's aid policy. 

Bureaucratie priorities are placed above coordination when four ministries compete, 

compromise and concede to produce Japan's aid policies. At the national level, 

coordination requires some compromise between the MOFA, MOF, MJTI, and EPA, but 

such compromise can not corne easily, nor quickly, for there is a prior need for a detailed 

govemment statement on aid objectives and principles to underpin ministry prograrns. In 

Japan, the inefficiency of the Prime Minister and the negligence of the National Diet 

make the formulation of such a statement almost impossible. Lower down at the 

bureaucratic level, coordination hardly takes place either. The decision procedures for ail 

types of foreign aid do not allow much space for constructive or sufficient exchange of 

information between aid officiais about each other's ideas and tasks. Each ministry works 

in isolation dong an already defined path toward preparing its own position on aid 



requests. Feasibility studies are often duplicated, and decisions about requests are 

delayed. 

5.1 The Meaning of the Process 

The dorninance of bureaucratic interests in the aid policy-making process has 

imposed serious strains on lapan's aid system, as well as its aid policies. Since inter- 

ministerial cleavage can hardly be bndged, the entrenched bureaucratic tradition cornes to 

rigidi@ patterns of decision and stifle administrative refonns. The initiative to amend 

basic inefficiencies in policy mechanism is lacking among the major aid ministries as 

they are more concemed with maximuhg their own gains through separate stages of the 

decision process. No ministry is willing, or able, to challenge the existing administrative 

system so long as delicaie balance of bureaucratic interests can be maintained by that 

system. Concentration is thus focused on fked procedures rather than aid as a national 

policy as a whole. This explains why lapan's fragmented aid structure has remained intact 

over the yems despite the ever expanding aid volumes Japan has cornmitted to. 

Bureaucratic dorninance also means less adaptive in meeting the demands from 

less developed countries for real aid. As explained in Chapter II, four major ministries 

diverge seriously about where should be the nghdul "home" for Japanese ODA. Yet they 

do share some basic attitudes that characterize the way in which Japan has approached its 

aid policy. As a resource-poor and trade-dependent economy, Japan has long been 

obsessed by a deep anxiety over being isolated intemationdy; whiie as a defeated nation 

in the World War II, Japan has also demonstrated an intense concern with improving its 



international status.' These rationales, coupled with constant urges from Japan's Western 

allies for an active involvement in world affairs, have motivated Japan to become a 

leading member of the DAC following W.W.11. However, this leadership role is limited 

to absolute volumes, and c m  not bnng to Japan the international prestige cornmensurate 

with its huge ODA disbursement. Japanese foreign aid is considered, by and large, to 

exhibit a narrow, rnercantilist model. This qualitative problem can be traced back to the 

bureaucratic tradition in Japan's aid policy-making, which confines aid management to 

restricted patterns of inter-ministerid trade-off. Policy initiatives are tied into procedurd 

routines, and the short-term perspective viewing aid as primarily a quantitative issue 

prevails. Therefore, bureaucratic dominance has not oniy perpetuated the difise 

administrative structure in aid policy-making, but also undemiined Japan's ODA 

performance. 

5.2 Policy Changes and the Future 

Innovation in reforming or developing new policies has never been the feature of 

Japan's aid system. Over the past decades, dramatic shifts in aid policy or long-term aid 

perspectives are associated more often with consistent foreign pressures or other critical 

extemal infiuences, not with efforts made by Japan's own aid bureaucracies. An example 

in point is the first and second oil shock in the 1970s, which prompted Japan to extend 

and reinforce its ODA diplomacy with countries of strategic importance in areas other 

than Asia. In 1997 an extemal shock of similar nature seemed to have taken place when 

Seizabua Sam. *The Foundation of Modem Japanese Foreign Policy," in Robert A. Scalapino ed.. n e  
Foreign Policy of Modem Japan, p375, 



an economic crisis of unprecedented dimensions engulfed most of the prosperous 

economies in South-East Asia As the biggest investor in this region, Japan has plenty of 

reasons to come to the rescue, but this time, aid simply did not come easily. In the past, 

Japanese investrnent in Asia, including various foreign aid prognims, has been driven 

mainly by the level of the yen against the American dollar. Since many Asian countries 

more or less pegged their currencies to the dollar, Japanese companies could use them as 

a "cheap proxy" for an Amencan rnanufacturing base.' However, the yen's devaiuation 

against the dollar since April 1995 has diminished the incentive for Japan to use South- 

East Asia as an export base. To make the situation even worse, Japan itself is suffering 

from a series of symptoms resulted from a severe economic recession that started in 1997. 

In the face of both foreign and dornestic &sis, Japan has begun feeling the strains 

imposed by assuming the leadership role in aid. As a matter of fact, its ODA in 1996 

registered a setback of 24.6% in yen tems, faIling for the fist time since 1990 below $10 

billion? Cuning back on aid disbursement may just be the fust step Japan has taken to 

cope with its fmancial difficulty. More importantly, Japan has come to another critical 

point to re-think its ODA policy as a whole. Will Japan maintain its cunent level of 

investment world-wide and continue to pursue the leading role in ODA? Will the Asian 

financial stom lead to the geographic re-diseibution of Japanese aid? How can Japan 

manage to meet the expanding demands for its ODA fkom South-East Asia at a time 

when its own money market is stringent? And above ail, what policy guidelines for 

' Tokyo, "Japan to the Rescue," The Economist, October 1997, pp89-90. 
3 MOFA, Japan's ODA Annual Report, 1997, p9. The net disbursement of Japan's ODA in 1996 was 
$9,439, while that of the USA was 9,058. The gap between these top two donors has never been so close 
since 1990. 



foreign aid should the Japanese govemment adopt in the corning millennium in order to 

build up the hue leadership among aid donors? These important questions are regretfully 

left out by this thesis, but they wiU surely attract a great deal of scholarly attention. 
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